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in ASEAN and international markets. We have more than 20 years of experience and technical
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H

ello readers and welcome to the last issue for 2017.
Hope this year has been good to you so far. Whether
you are architect, developer, contractor or a designer,
there lies many challenges ahead for the building and
construction industry. One of them is the Internet of Things
or IoT as it is popularly known. IoT will make buildings not
only greener but also smarter and this will help developers to
manage their properties better. Read the industry experts opinions to see where the
IoT trend is heading.
In the interior design section, we focus on religious buildings and how their
designs, functions and aesthetics have impacted the lives of their worshippers. In
the landscaping section, we show how water features can enhance an outdoor space
and add a visual and aesthetic feel to it.
In addition, we have a show review of BEX Asia 2017 & MCE Asia 2017 which was
held in Singapore recently and a special feature on HVAC – Air-Conditioning Systems.
We hope you enjoy this issue and we encourage you to send us any feedback.
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First citizenM Hotel opens in Asia
Taipei, Taiwan – Artyzen Hospitality Group, recently opened the inaugural
citizenM hotel in Asia. Located in Taiwan’s cosmopolitan capital directly opposite
the city’s historical site, North Gate, citizenM Taipei North Gate is within short
walking distance to both Taipei Main Station and the Airport Express terminal,
which offers an efficient 35-minute direct train to Taoyuan International Airport.
Near to the popular shopping and tourist area of Ximending, the 267-key
property boasts stunning Tamsui River views, contemporary design, efficient
service and cutting-edge technology – all at a smart price.
A significant milestone for the young and innovative Dutch hotel brand, the
debut Asian property in Taipei is the eleventh citizenM hotel to open worldwide
since its 2008 launch. A concept brought to life by award winning Dutch
designers, Concrete, citizenM Taipei North Gate breaks the rules of traditional
hospitality, with just one room category ingeniously designed around sleeping
and lounging on the comfy, XL size bed. An intuitive and handy inroom tablet
moodpad controls everything from the television and themed wake up alarms,
to room temperature, blinds, and ambient lighting - leaving guests in charge
to tailor their experience.
For example, a Living Room concept replaces the traditional ‘lobby’ –
instead, guests walk into a stylish entrance area featuring an oak cladded
iconic spiral staircase, a signature style citizenM cabinet filled with local items
and souvenirs, books and inspiring art, and the latest collection of iconic Vitra
furniture pieces.
Allan Yip, Vice-President of Marketing, Distribution and Brands at Artyzen Photo: © Richard Powers
Hospitality Group, said: “Taipei is a very exciting city for us to launch the first
citizenM in Asia. North Gate is a central and vibrant location full of good food, retail and culture, a perfect playground for the modern
traveler and citizen of the world. We look forward to further regional expansion in 2018 - our next citizenM hotels will open in key
gateway cities including Shanghai and Kuala Lumpur in Summer next year.”

Joyce Wang unveils exclusive ‘Entertainment Suite’ at the Landmark Mandarin Oriental,
Hong Kong
Hong Kong – Award-winning interior designer Joyce Wang
has unveiled the design for the new Entertainment Suite at
The Landmark Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong. Dedicated to
extravagant entertaining, the hotel’s newest and largest suite
measures an expansive 2,250 square feet, providing guests
with the ultimate retreat for socialising or relaxing.
Beyond the foyer entrance, guests enter the main
living area featuring an Entertainment Wall that extends
the length of the room. The Entertainment Wall comprises

Photo: © Lit Ma
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a series of individual cabinets crafted in liquid metal and
intricately engraved with tree branch silhouettes. Designed
as a ‘Cabinet of Delights’ for guests to explore, each one
reveals a thoughtful amenity, an individual surprise or a
personalised service. Aside from boutique wines on tap, the
‘Cabinet of Delights’ also includes a mixologist dispensary, a
crystal vitrine stocked with delicacies created by the hotel’s
Michelin-starred chef, and a movie-style popcorn machine.
The high-tech audiovisual unit is designed for the most
dedicated audiophile and film fanatic, and includes a B&O
BeoLab sound system as well as a 160-inch TV screen with a laser
projector. Encased with metal detailing, the custom-designed
coffee table reveals interlocking compartments crafted from
gouged timber, where the latest virtual reality headsets and
gaming equipment is stored.				
Inspiring and luxurious, the colour palette reflects
elements of nature to evoke a sense of quiet calm, providing
a welcome respite from Hong Kong’s hectic streets. Each room
in the Entertainment Suite features bespoke elements and
exquisite detailing. Joyce custom designed the furnishings for
the Entertainment Suite, from the hand-painted art, to the wall
finishes in limestone with bronze inlay. The living area boasts
a striking chandelier composed of individual glass-moulded
squares, each one fitted with LED sheets to resemble frozen
cubes.

CREATING TOMORROW’S SOLUTIONS

MAKE THE MOVE TO VAE
BETTER BINDERS
FOR BETTER LIVING

You want the best solutions for your construction and coatings business? VINNAPAS® vinyl acetate-ethylene (VAE)
dispersions provide numerous solutions for applications ranging from 2K cementitious bonding agents to waterproofing
and skimcoat paste, ready-to-use wall putty, interior wall primer and paints. Our specialized construction portfolio
enables plasticizer-free, low-odor formulations with benefits such as high cement compatibility, inherent high tensile
adhesive strength, good workability and flexibility. Our VINNAPAS® EF818 and EP 3360 ULS enable formulations over a
broad PVC range of low-odor and very-low-VOC paints (< 1 g/l) suitable for places such as childrens’ rooms, hospitals
and schools, where low-emission paints are essential.
Want to find out more about environmentally friendly solutions without compromising on performance? Then make the
move to VINNAPAS® VAE dispersions and learn more on www.wacker.com/move-coatings.
Wacker Chemicals (South Asia) Pte. Ltd., Singapore, Tel +65 6542-6638
info.singapore@wacker.com, www.wacker.com, www.wacker.com/socialmedia
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LWK welcomes Ferdinand Cheung as new director
Hong Kong – LWK & Partners (HK) Ltd. (“LWK”) is pleased to welcome Mr Ferdinand
Cheung as a Director for LWK effective 3rd July 2017. The new role will see Ferdinand
as a Director leading the Commercial Design Sector.			
Commenting on the appointment of Ferdinand, Mr Ronald Liang, Managing
Director of LWK said: “We are very delighted to have Ferdinand join us. Ferdinand is
well-recognised in the industry for his strong portfolio and successful track record
– I am confident that his presence will further strengthen LWK’s design capabilities,
upholding the company’s commitment to offering one-stop integrated design services
to our clients. We look forward to working closely with Ferdinand to take our service
excellence to a whole new level.”			
Ferdinand is an award-winning Design Architect with over 18 years of experience
covering a diversity of building typologies. Ferdinand’s portfolio spans across a wide
range of sectors including office towers, mixed-use, retail, residential, hotels, and
masterplanning. Prior to joining LWK, Ferdinand has had a successful career with a
number of renowned international firms, where he spearheaded and delivered multiple
large-scale landmark mixed-use developments as a Director.
Having built good rapport with his elite design team over the years, Ferdinand
has worked on some of the most significant projects in China and Hong Kong. His
award-winning portfolio includes the internationally acclaimed Chengdu IFS, as well
as Chongqing IFS, Changsha IFS, Xuhui Vanke Centre in Shanghai, Zhong Ding Jinniu Mr Ferdinand Cheung. Photo: © LWK & Partners
Urban Complex in Chengdu, CITS Sanya Haitang Bay Hexin Island in Hainan, Parc 66 (HK) Ltd.
in Jinan, and “Skyhigh” at 10 Pollock’s Path on The Peak, Hong Kong.		
In his new role as Director at LWK, Ferdinand will build on the strengths of the LWK business in delivering exceptional outcomes
to clients. “This is an exciting period of time at LWK, and I’m thrilled about the prospect of leading my team to elevate design to a
new level,” said Ferdinand. “I am committed to pursue design excellence. Drawing on my past experience and design expertise, I
look forward to work with the LWK teams to ensure we deliver the best to our clients.”

Leigh & Orange designs Vanke’s first TOD project in Hangzhou
Hong Kong – Leigh & Orange has
been awarded the design contract to
provide architectural services for the
first Vanke and Hangzhou Metro jointventure Transit Oriented Development
(TOD) project in Hangzhou. The project
is located at the Xiangyuanlu Station
of Metro Line 10 with a site area of
27,300 square metres, it contains
68,300 square metres of above ground
commercial GFA and 43,400 square
metres basement retail and carpark.
Appointed by Vanke, L&O’s scope of
work will cover masterplanning TOD
and architecture design services.
Upon completion in 2019, the TOD
project will comprise four 50 metres tall
office blocks and one retail & amenities Photo: © Leigh & Orange
podium with shopping streets enclosing
a landmark public courtyard at the very heart of the development. It will focus on the engagement with the community, and as
a result, there will be pocket space, sports playground, roof garden, urban farm and communal facilities scattered around at
different levels. With a view to encouraging the use of public transportation, this project has provided a seamless connection to
the underground metro station to its west, linking up the landmark courtyard at B1 and the retail and amenities space.
Kelvin Li, L&O’s Project Director said: “This transit oriented development will support Hangzhou’s vision for sustainable development
hubs around key transport links and incorporate positive social, cultural, economic, and community benefits residents and visitors
in the city.”
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Mapei is with you: take a closer look at www.mapei.com.sg
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Website: www.mapei.com.sg Email: mapei@mapei.com.sg
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Hatten Land Unveils SATORI, Melaka’s first wellness-themed mixed development
Melaka, Malaysia – On 21st July 2017,
Melaka Chief Minister Datuk Seri
Utama Ir. Haji Idris bin Haji Haron
u nve i l e d S ATO R I , t h e s t a t e’s f i r s t
wellness-themed mixed development
in a ground-breaking ceremony that
drew over 200 guests which included
Government Officials, corporate leaders
and Melaka’s top echelon. The project,
with an estimated gross development
value of RM300 million, is developed by
the Singapore Exchange listed, multiaward winning Hatten Land Ltd (“Hatten
Land”).				
An i n f l u x o f l o c a l a n d fo re i gn
investors, media partners and industry
influencers converged at the Hatten
ICON Gallery at Level One of Hatten
Square to witness the launch of the
m a j o r g a m e - c h a n g e r i n M e l a k a’s
burgeoning economy. SATORI, an eyecatching development set in the heart of
the historical city with a gross floor area
of about 570,400 square feet will consist
of 192 serviced suites, an 85,250 square
feet retail mall with an adjoining car
park with 457 lots, a 336-room hotel and
more than 50 world-class facilities.
SATORI, which means“enlightenment”
in Japanese, goes beyond just bodily
health. It is a haven of all-round, holistic
wellness which combines the elements
of physical, psychological as well as
spiritual well-being, personalised to
suit the specific needs and goals of each
visitor.						

Artist’s impression of SATORI, located at Melaka Raya, Melaka, Malaysia. Photo: © Hatten Land

As an investment, SATORI will carve
a niche in the multi-billion dollar global
wellness-tourism market 1 by making a
definitive statement in the wellness
sector. A one -stop, wellness-leisure
destination, set in a city which hosts
16 million tourists a year 2 due to its
rich historical heritage, SATORI creates
opportunities for investors to capitalise
on Malaysia’s growing potential for
wellness tourism.		
Dato’ Colin Tan, Executive Chairman
and Managing Director of Hatten Land,
said: “SATORI seeks to offer a clear
differentiation by making a strong
statement on the wellness theme.

Pioneering a new holistic wellness
niche in Melaka, SATORI is the only
one of its kind to combine health,
fitness, beauty treatments, leisure as
well as homes and a hotel, all in one
vibrant destination. SATORI’s brilliant
composition of facilities, residences and
accommodation meets the aspirations
of an increasingly sophisticated market
which seeks quality wellness and health
services.”
1
Source: https://www.globalwellnessinstitute.
org/press-room/statistics-and-facts/
2
Source: http://www.malaysiaairports.com.
my/?m=media_centre&c=news&id=605

Hirsch Bedner Associates launches new division: HBA Resort
Bali, Indonesia – Hirsch Bedner Associates (HBA), one of the world’s leading hospitality interior design firms, continues to be on
the forefront of the growing hotel industry with the launch of the firm’s seventh subdivision, HBA Resort.
The new design division will specialise in creating bespoke, luxury resort properties globally with its flagship office based
out of Bali, Indonesia, a hub for Southeast Asia’s flourishing resort community. The design team will draw inspiration from Bali’s
enchanting locale working local artisans and craftsman for indigenous and authentic design projects to create the world’s most
treasured resorts.
“For more than 50 years, HBA has been the creative force behind some of the world’s most exceptional resorts within the most
exclusive destinations. With more owners and operators seeking out these types of bespoke properties, we responded to the
overwhelming demand and reflected the need for increased specialisation in hospitality design by delivering individualised, tailored
design for each resort,” said HBA CO-CEO Ian Carr. “Our unrivaled capability to offer our clients a ‘one-stop-shop’ for all their design
needs from a resort capital such as Bali has HBA Resort poised to be the leader in its industry and we look forward to introducing
yet another thriving division from the HBA family,” added Mr Carr. HBA’s portfolio already includes an award-wining selection of
resort properties, including the Four Seasons Seychelles, Park Hyatt Maldives, Jumeirah Maldives and Eagle Island Botswana. HBA
Resort has already begun work on Anzara Nusa Lembongan in Bali, Intercontinental Hotel Bali and New World Grand Bali Resort.
The new division will be spearheaded by HBA Principal David Haughton, who has resided and designed in Bali for the past 25
years. Haughton is responsible for leading both HBA Resort offices in Indonesia in Bali and Jakarta.
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+62 21 769 71 20
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www.fluidra.co.id

Fluidra Malaysia Sdn Bhd
45, Jalan Prima Saujana 1/1A,
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43000 Kajang, Selangor, Malaysia
+60 3 8734 1030
info@fluidra.com.my
www.fluidra.my

Fluidra Vietnam Co., Ltd.
Him Lam Residences,
30 Nguyen Thi Thap St.,
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Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
+84 8 6251 5205
info@fluidra.sg
www.fluidra.sg

Astralpool (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
110/4 Moo.13 Rachathewa, Bangplee,
Samutprakarn 10540 Thailand
+66 2 7389 420 3
info@astralpool.co.th
www.fluidra.co.th

Astralpool China Co. Ltd
Hongwell International Plaza
No. 1602 Zhong Shan West Road
Xuhui District, Shanghai 200235
China
+86 21 54254008
infochina@fluidra.com.cn
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JLL introduces Command Centre, a high technology-based service to improve building
performance and reduce risk
Singapore – Global real estate company JLL is adding to its portfolio of services with the launch of its Command Centre in Asia
Pacific. The new product provides real estate owners and occupiers with advanced analytics and operational knowledge for real
time, remote monitoring of buildings and facilities.
The platform analyses data captured through a series of data inputs coming from a building, including Wi-Fi sensors that are
easily retrofitted. It identifies trends and anomalies allowing for continuous monitoring and fine-tuning of building services to
improve operations and maintenance, reduce costs and save energy.
“With the increasing prevalence of smart buildings, investors are getting savvier about new solutions they can harness to
make their assets work more efficiently, enhance occupant experience and be more attractive to tenants,” said Albert Ovidi, Chief
Operating Officer of JLL Asia Pacific.
Peter Hilderson, Head of Engineering and Operations Solutions, JLL Asia Pacific explained: “We developed this service to answer
the needs of real estate owners and occupiers who are looking to make improvements in cost efficiency and reduce operational risk.
It allows them to address issues before they become complaints, problems or failures. For instance, if an office building registers
higher than comfortable temperatures in certain areas and the system detects a fault in the air-conditioning system, it notifies a
technician to rectify the problem, minimising disruption to occupants.”

SMART Facilities Management Solutions Conference & Exhibition 2017 addresses growing
importance for FM services across Asia
Trade exhibition and conference collectively aimed at bridging technology and human capital for regional asset enhancement.
Singapore – The 4th edition of SMART Facilities
Management Solutions Exhibition and 3rd edition
of Facilities Management Conference 2017
concluded after two enriching and fascinating
days. 		
Held on 20 and 21 July 2017 at the Sands
Convention & Exhibition Centre, Singapore, the
exhibition focused on how the advent of SMART
Technologies would impact and drive the industry
to achieve greater asset enhancement in the
competitive regional landscape.
Organised by Sphere Exhibits, a subsidiary
of Singapore Press Holdings Limited (SPH), with
strong support from key industry players across
the region, the trade event is established as
the region’s leading platform that integrates
regional facilities management (FM) within the
built environment sector with upcoming trends,
features and key takeaways from experts both
SMART Facilities Management Solutions Exhibition 2017. Photo: © Sphere Exhibits Pte Ltd
locally and internationally. SMART Facilities
Management Solutions Exhibition garnered
positive traction as over 1,000 attendees and delegates who
Facilities Management Solutions Conference & Exhibition remain
experienced a sample showcase from some 20 of the upcoming
essential to help spur the necessary and relevant dialogues for
and cutting-edge SMART technologies that are set to pave the
FM professionals in confronting and addressing the challenges
way for the future of FM in Asia, from Australia, Dubai, Germany,
ahead of them.”
Singapore and the USA.			
Th e m e d “ S MA R T Fa c i l i t i e s M a n a g e m e n t fo r As s e t
Mr Chua Wee Phong, Chairman of Sphere Exhibits Pte
Enhancement in Asia” and co-located alongside the trade
Ltd, said: “We are happy that both the trade exhibition and
exhibition, the Facilities Management Conference was coconference address the growing demand and importance
organised with Singapore Institute of Building Limited.
for facilities management services across Asia. The world of
Gathering some 160 delegates from Singapore and around
facilities management is rapidly evolving with the advent
the region, the two-day Conference provided insights into
of new technologies and smart building solutions and all
how facilities management can be transformed through the
aspects of security within this environment should not be
effective and productive use of resources and smart innovation
undermined. We are certain that platforms such as SMART
to further enhance the assets belonging to each facility.
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Delegates were exposed to key technologies and integrated
smart solutions, and pondered over the delicate balance of
human capital which is increasingly becoming an integral
asset in a digitised and urbanised economy. Security played an
important role in these discussions with the increase in disruptive
technologies entering the FM marketplace.		
Mr Peter Chua, President of Singapore Institute of Building
Limited, said: “Facilities Management Conference 2017 has,
once again, provided an enriching platform which unites the
regional FM sector whilst challenging the FM professionals to
embrace the advent of digitisation. It has now become apparent
and crucial for management of FM companies to change their
mindsets as the focus shifts towards lean management, the
employment of sound IT skills and the knowledge to focus on
efficiency and outcome rather headcount. We are heartened
to see many delegates engaging in meaningful exchanges of
ideas over the two days. FM professionals should play a part
to integrate and take home some useful knowledge that will
make a difference in their work for the future.”		
Echoing this sentiment on a global scale, the first installment
of a global white paper was released and launched at the Facilities
Management Conference as part of a strategic collaboration
with Frost & Sullivan. This paper expounds on eight key trends
which are set to take Asia by storm over the near future until
2025 and outlines integral areas for facilities management
organisations and professionals seeking guidance within this
region.

NEWS

Facilities Management Conference 2017. Photo: © Sphere Exhibits Pte
Ltd

M r R oy Ar indam, Vice President-S ales of Business
Development at BuildingIQ, whose company exhibited at the
SMART Facilities Management Solutions Exhibition commented
that: “Data Sciences is a burgeoning technology that will remain
increasingly essential in understanding operational efficiencies
of any asset to improve capacity and ensure additional comfort
to its occupants, whilst driving down energy consumption. We
remain confident that the popularity of data sciences will be a
key determinant in driving commissioning to harness data in
the long term, as evidenced by the strong interest from visitors
on the trade floor.”
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SOM wins international design competition for Colombo Port City Master Plan in Sri Lanka
Colombo, Sri Lanka – CHEC Port City Colombo (Pvt) Limited
(CPCC) has announced that Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP
– the internationally renowned architecture, interior design,
engineering, and urban planning firm, in association with Grant
Associates landscape architecture – won the International Urban
Design Ideas Competition held for the Financial District and Marina
District of the Port City Colombo. This Competition was conducted
by CHEC Port City Colombo (Pvt) Ltd. according to the Guidelines
of the UIA International Design Competitions- interpreting and
implementing the UNESCO “Standard Regulations for International
Competitions in Architecture and Town-Planning.”
Comprising 269 hectares, Port City Colombo is a new city
development built as an extension of the existing Colombo
Central Business District (CBD). The Financial District and Marina
District make up the central area of Port City. When complete
in 2041, the master plan will transform Port City Colombo into
a hub for commerce, tourism, and culture in South Asia.
A collaboration with CPCC, the Concept Master Plan by SOM
offers a richness of urban opportunities and a robust framework
with carefully designed public spaces. It presents a dynamic
new vision for Port City Colombo that promises to deliver high
quality urban environments for residents and visitors. The plan
is designed to accommodate future growth and change within
a sustainable development framework. SOM’s vision, selected
as the unanimous winner by an international jury, was cited
as demonstrating exceptional sensitivity to the ecological and
cultural context of Sri Lanka. 		
According to SOM’s proposal, the new skyline for Port City
Colombo is composed to create a striking and legible profile with
a clear hierarchy when viewed from key points within the city. Sri Aerial view of the Colombo Port City Master Plan.
Lanka’s varied landscape and its complex tropical climate have Rendering: © SOM / Meshroom
influenced the conception of the future district’s public realm.
The squares, canal edges, gardens, a new harbour, and a new city park take cues from the local environment to create a sympathetic
proposal that is rooted in the country’s unique geography and ecology.
The strategy refers to the country’s diverse eco-system by creating a “Green Heart” and a “Blue Heart” to structure these vibrant
future urban districts. Inspired by hanging gardens, the central civic plaza features shaded promenades that encircle a new city
marina at the waterfront. The locally resonant design approach is also apparent along the canal edge promenade, where inlets of
varying character reference the lagoons of Sri Lanka’s rich and articulated coastline.
A new cultural venue placed at the seafront and immediately adjacent to the CBD of Port City Colombo will encourage people
to gravitate toward the waterfront and create an iconic backdrop to the marina.

CoxGomyl preserves the world’s tallest building – The Burj Khalifa
Melbourne, Australia – Supertall building, Burj Khalifa, stands at an impressive 828 metres. CoxGomyl rose to the challenge and
developed 18 bespoke machines to achieve full façade access to the 162-floor building.
The design and engineering of supertall buildings has been redefined by the Burj Khalifa. By combining cultural influence and
cutting-edge technologies, the building serves as a global icon that is a model for future urban centres and lends itself to the global
movement towards compact, liveable urban areas.
The building was designed to withstand Dubai’s extreme temperatures during summer months, with the exterior cladding
comprising aluminium, textured stainless steel spandrel panels and uses low-E glass providing enhanced thermal insulation.
Given the unique tri-petal footprint and lack of roof or terrace space, a conventional Building Maintenance Solution was not
viable. CoxGomyl rose to the challenge and developed 18 bespoke machines to achieve full facade access.
The solution consists of three wall-mounted machines located at levels 40, 73 and 109 (nine in total). Longer telescopic boom
machines located at tier 19, 20 and 21 to access the mid-levels of the building between 109 and tier 21. The tower space above tier
21 is maintained by a series of six smaller machines located from tier 22 through to tier 27.
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New partnership aims to drive more efficient, comfortable buildings
Sydney, Australia – A new partnership aims to drive the uptake of
more efficient and comfortable buildings in Australia. The Green
Building Council of Australia (GBCA) the Passive House Institute
(PHI), and the Australian Passive House Association (APHA) have
agreed to work together to promote ultra-low energy buildings.
Passive House (Passivhaus) is a voluntary building standard
that delivers comfortable, energy efficient and affordable buildings
– of all types – that require little energy for heating or cooling. A
typical Passive House uses 80 percent less energy than standard
practice.
“The Green Building Council of Australia recognises that
the Passive House approach delivers an integrated approach to
thermally-comfortable, super-efficient buildings,” said the GBCA’s
Head of Market Transformation, Jorge Chapa.
“Passive House demonstrates that we can deliver high levels
of comfort and efficiency without significant increases to costs.
As our industry works towards a carbon zero future, Passive House
buildings play an important role. Our goal is to recognise Passive
House certified buildings within Green Star to deliver a better built
environment. We will be working together to provide the industry
with guidance on how buildings with Passive House certification
can achieve Green Star credits, because we want more buildings
to meet Passive House benchmarks,” added Mr Chapa.

The two organisations will work together to develop guidelines
and co-host professional development opportunities, such as site
tours and workshops.
The partnership comes after the GBCA proposed an update
to the Green Star – Design & As Built rating tool, which would
recognise a new Passive House pathway to achieve ‘Greenhouse
Gas Emissions’ and ‘Thermal Comfort’ credits.
APHA’s Chairperson, Darren O’Dea, said the new partnership
signals “exciting times” ahead as the two organisations work to
“integrate a pathway for Passive House buildings into Green Star”.
“Up until recently, Passive House buildings have been the
focus of passionate residential building owners looking for great
designs that address both comfort and costs. As a result, we have
more than 80,000 Passive House buildings around the world – and
they are found everywhere from the cold climates of Canada to
the scorching heat of Dubai. Today, the growing number of project
teams working with Passive House is a sure sign of the future
potential of ultra-low energy buildings,” concluded Mr O’Dea.
The GBCA has already established partnerships with the
International WELL Building Institute, the International Living
Futures Institute and the Living Future Institute Australia to align
credits under the Green Star, WELL Building Standard and Living
Building Challenge rating systems.
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Cleantech Solar enters into Clean Energy Supply agreement with Tata Steel Thailand
Bangkok, Thailand – Cleantech Solar (Thailand)
Limited (“CST”) and Siam Construction Steel
Company Limited (“SCSC”), a subsidiary of
Tata Steel Thailand, have entered into a longterm energy supply agreement. As part of
the agreement, CST will deploy, monitor and
maintain a 1.4 MWp Solar Photovoltaic (“Solar
PV”) system on the roof of SCSC factory in
Rayong.
SCSC will enjoy clean renewable solar
electricity generated from a Solar PV system
over the duration of the agreement. Ingenero
(Thailand) Corporation Limited, a local Solar PV
integrator, worked closely with Cleantech Solar
to develop the project and will be installing
Project kickoff ceremony between Tata Steel Thailand, Cleantech Solar and Ingenero.
the Solar PV system.
Photo: © Cleantech Solar
The Solar PV system is expected to generate
over 32 GWh of clean solar electricity over its lifetime.
Mr. Rajiv Mangal, President and CEO of Tata Steel (Thailand) said: “Tata Group
places high importance on sustainability and the deployment of solar photovoltaic
systems is a testimony to this drive. The Rayong plant will host our first solar PV
project in Thailand and this initiative will noticeably reduce our carbon footprint.”
Mr. Raju Shukla, Chairman and CEO of Cleantech Solar said: “We are excited
to work with Tata Steel on this project in Thailand. Tata Steel’s adoption of clean
energy is a reflection of their leadership in reducing carbon emissions. We look
forward to working together over the lifetime of the project.”			
In addition, Mr. Pornchai Thangworakulchai, Vice President – Rayong Plant at
SCSC mentioned: “We were interested in solar photovoltaic technology for some Cleantech Solar’s top view of the proposed 1.4 MWp
time but until recently we found that the project was not financially attractive. Solar PV system for Tata Steel Thailand. Photo: ©
Cleantech Solar
The proposal offered by Cleantech Solar for an attractive tariff structure made the
Solar PV system attractive and we look forward to working with Cleantech Solar and Ingenero towards the successful deployment
of this project.”
The Rayong Solar PV project will use 4,320 modules installed over the north and south facing sides of the roof. The layout is
optimised to allow easy maintenance of the roof and the Solar PV system, avoiding any obstructions. In addition to the economic
savings, the roof will be shaded by the panels and this is expected to reduce the ambient temperature of the plant.

Nakheel opens new Monorail station on Dubai’s Palm Jumeirah as annual passenger
figures top one million
Dubai, UAE – Passengers using The Palm Monorail in Dubai can now board and alight at the newly-opened Al Ittihad Park Station
for easy access to Palm Jumeirah’s central park, thousands of residences and the Golden Mile Galleria mall, master developer
Nakheel announced on 3 July 2017.
Located at the heart of The Palm’s Al Ittihad Park, the station is a stone’s throw from The Golden Mile and within easy reach of
The Shoreline Apartments.
Around a million people already use The Palm Monorail each year, with the figure set to rise dramatically as more attractions
open on the island. Upcoming developments include Nakheel Mall and The Pointe, both of which will have their own Monorail
stop.
The number of Palm Monorail users has risen by 70 percent in the last four years. In 2013 there were 590,000 passengers, with
685,000 in 2014, almost 878,000 in 2015 and a million in 2016. With around 3,000 people now taking trips each day, the number of
passengers in 2017 is expected to exceed 1.1 million. 		
Nakheel Chairman Ali Rashid Lootah said: “The Palm Monorail is one of Palm Jumeirah’s biggest success stories. The opening
of Al Ittihad Park Station is a massive boost for the island’s investors, residents, visitors and retailers, and further cements our
commitment to providing new services and attractions at this world-famous community. More people than ever can now enjoy
the growing number of facilities on Palm Jumeirah – without using a car to reach them.”				
The Palm Monorail, which opened in 2009, currently runs from Gateway Station to Atlantis Aquaventure, stopping at the new
Al Ittihad Park Station in between.
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First “Dense and Green Building Typologies: Architecture as Urban Ecosystem”
symposium held in Singapore
Singapore – Contemporary architecture
and urban design practice in Singapore
and beyond is increasingly integrated
with green spaces in buildings,
producing new typologies for highdensity contexts that include public
space, ex tensive sk y ter races, sk y
bridges, vertical parks, roof gardens, and
other ‘green’ components. Combinations
of these, often applied to mixes of
re s i d e n t i a l, c i v i c a n d c o m m e rc i a l
p ro g r a m m e s, c o n j o i n a t t i m e s t o
produce ‘ver tical cities’, where the
building becomes part of larger urban
ecosystems such as parks, gardens and
river networks.
In this context, the first Dense
a n d G r e e n B u i l d i n g Ty p o l o g i e s
Symposium, themed ‘Architecture as
Urban Ecosystem’ on 30 August 2017
was organised to address the seemingly
contradictor y, but in fact mutually
dependent and synergistic notions of
density and sustainability.
The symposium was conceived
by the ‘Dense and Green Building
Typologies’ research group at Future
Cities Laboratory (FCL) at the SingaporeETH Centre. The research group is led
by Prof Dr Thomas Schroepfer from
SUTD, and Prof Dr Sacha Menz from ETH
Zurich. It is precisely the need to take
a holistic approach in studying green
buildings – considering the spectrum of
design, economic, social, and ecological
benefits – that inspired Prof Schroepfer
and Prof Menz to bring together multiple
stakeholders and their perspectives.
At the symposium hosted by the
Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA),
distinguished speakers representing
government agencies, architects and
landscape architects, and real estate
sector converged on the topic of how
dense and green building typologies
can contribute to the urban ecosystem
and to developing compact yet highly
liveable cities.
M r K h o o Te n g C hye, exe c u t i ve
director of the Centre for Liveable
Cities, recognised that a city is
essentially a “man-made construct”,
and many speakers agreed with the
need to “reclaim” nature that is lost,
by integrating the built environment
with nature or to “weave” the manmade among nature or vice versa. Dr
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Cheong Koon Hean, CEO of the Housing
Development Board, discussed the
approach of biophilic design in new
public housing towns (HBD towns),
which was embraced by Tan Shao Yen,
CEO of CPG Consultants.
Beyond biophilic design, Dr Ken
Yeang of T.R. Hamzah & Yeang proposed
the integration of nature with the built
environment from the point of view of
bio-integration, that is learning from,
or emulating the natural environment.
He proposed that we should “not just
integrate the building, but integrate
the hinterland, so that nature becomes
whole again”. Prof Christophe Girot,
coprincipal investigator of Ecosystem
Services for Urban Landscape research
project at FCL agreed that the context of
green developments must be carefully
considered. He called for more detailed
studies of contextual compatibility
– be it in ecological, cultural, social,
or general landscape – prior to the
implementation of such projects.
P r o f Pe t e r E d w a r d s , p r i n c i p a l
investigator of Ecosystem Services for
Urban Landscape research project at
FCL, likened a city to an ecosystem.
Since the built environment is designed
but an ecosystem is self-organising,
viewing the city as an ecosystem will
ensure that it is more resilient against
negative effects such as the urban heat
island. He discussed how science could

help quantify the ecosystem services
provided by urban greenery and could
inform planning in order to maximise
the provision of such services.		
Mr Yeo Meng Tong, senior director
of the National Parks Board marked
the shift not only from ‘Garden City’ to
‘City in a Garden’, but also that of land
planning to spatial planning in land
scarce Singapore, so as to consider the
vertical space.
Henry Steed, director of ICN Design
International agreed that “landscaping
must be done on structures from now
on, there is just not enough land”.
Ryan Shubin, associate and landscape
architect of Ramboll Studio Dreiseitl,
also spoke of the concept of “stacking”
to allow more space for community
gardens and greenery.		
On scalability, aligned with the
notion that Singapore is often described
as a living lab for urban solutions,
Richard Hassell from WOHA suggests
that new sustainable cities can be
developed by prototyping sustainable
projects. Manuel Der Hagopian, partner
and co-founder of group8asia also
shared how Punggol Waterway Terraces
could be a blueprint for 21st century
sustainable mass housing that takes into
consideration community identity.
Speakers from the real estate sector
brought in the perspective of demand
for green buildings and how that could

Photo credit: Future Cities Laboratory at the Singapore-ETH Centre.
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shape future development trends and
pricing. Dr Megan Walters, international
director and head of research of JLL Asia
Pacific, discussed whether greenery in
commercial buildings enhances returns
for investors. She suggested that while
it may not necessarily increase rental,
such enhancement in the environment
promotes the “stickiness” effect such that
tenants are more likely to stay for the long
haul. Mr Nicholas Mak, executive director
of SLP International Property Consultants
provided insights on the homebuyers’
perception of ‘green’ features in housing
developments and suggested that green
buildings may have become the “new

standard” expected by homebuyers of
today.
I n t e re s t i n g l y, s p e a k e r s f ro m
d i f fe re n t s e c t o r s p o i n t e d t o o n e
necessary ingredient in making the
built environment more green and
sustainable. Henry Steed of ICN Design
International believes that a future
green city can only be achieved when
there is universal buy-in by stakeholders
who embrace innovative and useful
p o l i c i e s to s t i m u l a te n e w d e s i gn
thinking, combined with technology.
R epresent ati ves fro m gover nm ent
agencies, industry and the FCL, who
had been working closely with various

NEWS

stakeholders, agree that dialogue and
collaboration must continue and be
further strengthened.		
At the event, FCL marked a milestone
with the launch of the book ‘Future
Cities Laboratory Indicia 1’. The first in a
planned series, this book reports on FCL’s
ambitious mission to shape sustainable
future cities through science, by design,
in place. It offers a global perspective
on cities from the vantage point of Asia.
This view has particular significance
today as the fortunes of Asia, the world’s
most populous and rapidly urbanising
co nt i n e nt, w i l l a l s o d e l i n e ate t h e
prospects of the planet.

MYANBUILD’17 returns to promote business partnerships and investment opportunities
Yangon, Myanmar – MYANBUILD’17 – Myanmar’s International Building & Construction Industry Show will be held at the MEP
Mindama in Yangon from 30 November to 2 December 2017.									
Currently in its fifth edition this year, MYANBUILD aims to be the largest trade show of its kind in the country. It will provide a
business-to-business platform where suppliers, developers, architects, consultants, engineers, designers, contractors, distributors
and retailers can meet to discuss ideas and form networks. It will also provide a great opportunity for exhibitors and visitors
alike to make investments, introduce new techniques and technology and to create business partnerships.			
In recent times, Myanmar’s economy has been experiencing revival, as well as resurging interest from investors. Backed by a
stable government committed to the nation’s progress, Myanmar is fast becoming a key destination for business and investment.
New projects are being introduced every year to boost the infrastructure, which in turn will provide a backbone for further
growth. Besides that, the government is engaged in fostering key catalysts for Myanmar’s economic growth, such as tourism
and building & construction. This is evident in the number of international hotels constructed in Yangon and other major cities
around the country.		
It is this focus on building & construction that the conceived the MYANBUILD trade exhibition in partnership with corporate
event organiser AMB Tarsus Events Group, and with the support of prominent organisations such as the Myanmar Engineering
Society.
MYANBUILD’17 will bring together hundreds of companies from the building & construction sector from several countries
including China, India, Italy, Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan and Thailand. The expo’s organisers – AMB Tarsus Events Group – hope
that this event will make for a perfect opportunity in promoting business partnerships and investment opportunities between
Myanmar entrepreneurs and the many overseas participants of the expo. 					
“Many of these overseas exhibitors are coming to Myanmar for the first time; as such they will surely be eager to find local
business partners,” said Mr Andrew Siow, the Director of AMB Tarsus Events Group. “We hope this will lead to more investments
and trade opportunities. Therefore I encourage Myanmar industry professionals and business owners to attend the expo, where
I am sure they will find it more than worth their while,” added Mr Siow.			
The Myanmar Architects Congress will also
be held in conjunction with MYANBUILD’17 on 1
December 2017. This one-day event, co-organised
by the Association of Myanmar Architects, will
feature presentations on the theme “Advancements
in Myanmar’s Architectural Landscape” by a panel of
top experts in the engineering field of Myanmar and
the region.
MYANBUILD’17 promises to be not only an exciting
opportunity for exhibitors, delegates and visitors to
engage in lucrative business, it will also pave the way
to a brighter future for Myanmar and quite possibly
the rest of the world as well.			
For more information on MYANBUILD’17, email
Mr Darren at darren@ambtarsus.com or Ms Ei at ei@
ambtarsus.com or visit www.myanbuild.net.
Photo: © AMB Tarsus Events Group
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Trends and innovation at R+T Asia 2018
Shanghai, China – The rise of China and the Asia Pacific
region has attracted worldwide attention for the last several
decades, as the area has become a prominent and major
international market through One Belt/One Road Initiative and
BRICS countries. From March 20-22, 2018, R+T Asia brings its
impressive global showcase for roller shutters, doors/gates,
windows, and sun protection systems to Shanghai, one of the
most dynamic and strategic cities in the world.
The 2018 show will be the most comprehensive show in
its history. With continued attention to new materials, new
technologies, and new applications, the show is committed
to creating new value for the industry.
With the region’s rich high-quality trade resources,
exhibitor satisfaction increases every year. Many of the mostdesired booth locations have been already booked; 70 percent
of the 2018 exhibiting space was booked onsite at the 2017
show. The exhibition area of R+T Asia 2018 is expected to reach
50,000 square meters, attracting more than 520 exhibitors and
more than 30,000 professional visitors.

Highlights of the sun-protection sector
The dynamic “Soft Outfit” summit will gather more than 1,000
soft decoration designers to discuss the integration of window
decoration and interior design. Leading companies will be
involved in 2018, such as Yuanzhicheng Home Textile (a top
soft decoration supplier for high-end hotels), Midtex Textile (a
leading exporter of high-end window fabric), DOMA Window
Covering, Zhongyang Window Blinds Article, Zhengzhou
Mingyang Curtain Accessory Materials (the leading brands in
the construction and retail market) Itelisi, Juyada, and others.
The market for Smart Home products is estimated to reach
122 billion dollars by 2022. In March, R+T Asia will bring the
latest technology to the Smart Home, featuring big brands
like Dooya, Wistar, and Zigbee – the only global, standardsbased wireless solution that can improve comfort, security,
and convenience for consumers.
Furthermore, China made significant progress in energy
saving in the past 20 years. Other Asian countries also put a
high priority on energy efficiency, and they have set ambitious
efficiency targets.
The energy efficiency policy brings tremendous benefits to
the exterior sun protection sector as the Chinese government
seeks to achieve its ambitious energy conservation and

emission reduction targets. This is helping companies such as
Zhongheng Building Material, WuYue Building Energy Saving
Technology, Hewei Technology, Lucheng Industrial and Trading,
Dulun Metal Products, YongFeng Aluminium, Shuangcheng
Awning Products, and many others.
Once again, the traditional sector featured a varied
range of products. Several companies have announced their
participation, such as Yuma, Mingcheng, Xidamen (window
decoration products), A-OK, NOVO (drive and operator
products), and Jie Shu, Zhen Fei, De Shenglong (accessories
and machinery). Many international brands, such as Shadelab
(Italy), Phifer (USA), Para (Italy), Gale (Australia), and Wintec,
Dongwon, Industry, Sambo, Xera, Daekyeong (as part of the
Korean Pavilion), will be able to meet with thousands of buyers
as well as potential global partners.

More door & gate companies
A great year is coming for the doors & gates sector. Exhibiting
at the 2018 show will be traditional brands (such as Baisheng,
Sookow, Paddor, Deper, Weidawaite, etc.) and new brands
(such as Nabco, Jinkaixuan, Heng Jie, Hongfa, Moteck, etc.).
Their participation is bringing more attention to the show,
along with companies such as Russian Doorhan, Aland, and
Marsdekor. The show is expected to feature new industrial
and automatic doors as well as new mechanical and electrical
hardware products.
R+T Asia 2018 will benefit from new medical reform policy,
which should bring long-term growth opportunities and the
development of the warehousing, hospital, and hotel markets.
The hospital forum, which covers hospital construction design
and hospital door applications, will be an interactive discussion
platform for over 200 hospital owners and exhibitors.
For the first time, the show’s “industrial building” will
showcase the latest technology and materials for industrial
construction. It is expected to attract over 500 businesses
that specialise in several sectors such as hazardous chemicals,
medical, and finance, boosting business opportunities. Helping
to expand the hardware and mechanical sector is the China
Hardware and Electromechanical Chamber of Commerce.
The global meeting place for all these developments is
R+T Asia, in March 20-22, 2018, at Shanghai New International
Expo Center.
For more information, visit http://rtasia.org.

Do you have news?
Don’t keep it to yourself....

Share it with us!

Email seab@tradelinkmedia.com.sg
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Masterplan by Broadway Malyan creates a digital future for Thailand
Singapore – Proposals for a new 100-hectare digital park
were presented at a leading industry event today, heralding
a major step forward in Thailand’s digital aspirations.
Digital Park Thailand, located in the Sri Racha district
of the Chonburi Province, was unveiled at The Digital
Thailand Big Bang Conference 2017. The site will be aimed
predominately at digital and technology industries and it
is anticipated that over 58,000 people will live and work
there. 		
The new district will be developed over the next 10 to
15 years and is within the EEC SEZ, a special economic zone.
As well as promoting digital industries, there will be a range
of science and education facilities, and the creation of a new
residential community. 		
Photo: © Broadway Malyan
It will also support and complement existing industries
and people in the area, including existing schools, universities, and sectors including automotive and agriculture. 		
The Thung Suk La Road runs alongside the site and the proposals also suggest a direct connection of the proposed high speed
rail link and new station at Sri Racha, providing further connectivity that will significantly boost the success of the development.
The masterplan has been designed by an international consortium including Broadway Malyan, Savills and the TEAM Group,
and will see the creation of various specialist clusters focused around a central park and retail and lifestyle hub. This will include a
hotel and MICE facilities to support the business community within the Digital Park. 						
Modelled on a campus style approach, the aspiration is to create a complete digital ecosystem with clusters focused on Digital
Media and Immersive Content; Applied Digital, IOT and ICT; Medical, Healthcare and Wellness; Data Centres; Robotics; Automotive
and Aviation; and a specialist Digital University. 			
The plan will be structured around a ‘digital boulevard’ and green connector linking the different clusters and a sizeable living
zone will offer a range of quality housing designed within a lush, landscape setting, in close proximity to community facilities. It
will be pedestrian and cyclist friendly and have access to a public transport network of local buses connecting to a wider transit
system including the High Speed Rail and major airports.								
The first phases will focus on the construction of a data centre cluster as well as the IOT Institute building. The Institute will
include a mix of uses, such as research, teaching and conferencing and offices. The institute will seek to attract a number of anchor
tenants, representing the key cluster industries within the Digital Park.

Nakheel and Centara reach new milestone on 600-room beachfront resort at Deira
Islands
Dubai, UAE – UAE-based master developer Nakheel and leading Thai hotel group Centara Hotels & Resorts recently reached a
key milestone on their 600-room beachfront resort and waterpark at Dubai’s Deira Islands, with the official formation of the joint
venture company and the signing of a management agreement.
The joint venture, cemented by Nakheel Chairman Ali Rashid Lootah and Centara Chairman of the Board, Suthikiati Chirathivat,
at a signing ceremony at Centara’s headquarters in Bangkok, will deliver a family-centric lifestyle destination at Deira Islands,
Nakheel’s new, 15.3 square kilometres waterfront city that is set to become Dubai’s newest tourism hotspot.
The resort will also be managed by Centara, whose portfolio already includes over 14,000 room keys across 67 hotels and resorts
in Asia, Indian Ocean and the Middle East.
Set to open in 2020, the resort is the first Centara establishment in the UAE and will cover an area of almost 300,000 square
feet. Features will include a waterpark, multiple restaurants including alfresco rooftop dining options, kids’ club, spa and fitness
centre, and business facilities. Recent enhancements to the hotel’s design have added 50 rooms to the original plan, bringing the
total number of keys to 600.
“Nakheel Chairman Ali Rashid Lootah said: “This strategic joint venture underlines our commitment to bringing new hospitality
concepts to Dubai in line with the government’s tourism vision. Today’s crucial milestone allows us to move forward with the
construction and delivery of this exciting new resort, which will undoubtedly be one of Dubai’s most sought-after destinations for
travellers the world over.”
Suthikiati Chirativat, Chairman of the Board for Centara Hotels & Resorts added: “The official formation of the joint venture
company and signing of the hotel management agreement is the natural next step following the joint venture agreement last
December. This is the rubber stamp that paves the way for the finalisation of the design and development of our first resort in
the United Arab Emirates. With Nakheel’s development expertise and Centara’s record of delivering best-in-class hospitality and
inspiring extraordinary guest experiences, we will create a unique resort that surprises and delights guests for years to come.”
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New Islamic Cultural Center planned for New York
New York, New York, USA – ASMA
(American Society for Muslim
Advancement) and Büro Koray Duman
is working on a new cultural centre
prototype that will aim the full
integration of American Muslims to the
society while promoting and enriching
their religious identity. The new centre
will be in New York City and is currently in
fundraising process to acquire the land.
There are approximately 800,000
Muslims living in NYC. A majority of
the gathering places for Muslims are
mosques that focuses on religion as
practice which does not leave enough
room for developing religion as culture.
In 2015, ASMA and Büro Koray Duman
embarked a research and design
project to develop the first Muslims p o n s o re d m u l t i - f a i t h c o m m u n i t y
center, promoting progressive change,
inter-religious coexistence and cultural
exchange. The new centre will provide
recreation, culinary, art, education,
retail and office spaces with a total of
100,000 square feet.
Inspired by historic Islamic Cultural
Centers - Kulliyes, the design implements
the horizontal experience of inner alleys
connecting various civic functions of
a Kulliye into a vertical typology in
NYC. The design studies the idea of a
vertical public landscape. The public

Exterior view of the upcoming Islamic Cultural Center in New York.
Rendering: © Büro Koray Duman

landscape wraps around the solid,
stacked volumes inside, carving out
necessary public volumes: auditorium,
library and galleries creating a new kind
of cultural centre.
In section, each use is placed in
relation to access: large gathering spaces
near the base, public programmes in
the centre and destination spaces at
the top. Programmes are also analysed
for their potential use to be ‘open’ and
‘closed’. Open programmes, accessible
by public without need for an enclosure,
are pushed towards the exterior

and incorporated into the ver tical
landscape.
The prayer room and multipurpose
hall are located at the base of the
building. Since the prayer room must
orient towards Kaaba, the base is rotated
to align with Mecca. The inner envelope
twists as it moves upward to align with
Manhattan grid. Symbolically, the form
of the building bridges Mecca to New
York City.
The project won the Best of the Year
Design Award in December 2015 from
Architects Newspaper.

International experts in design, construction and operation at 25th IAKS Congress
Cologne, Germany – Specialists from all over the
world are meeting to exchange their experience
at the 25th IAKS Congress for the design,
construction, modernisation and management
of sports and leisure facilities from 7 to 10
November 2017.
Be they architects from celebrated firms
of architects, sports facility designers, senior
managers of major events organisers, sports
department directors from European cities,
company developers or consultants to the IOC
or IPC: they all provide insights into the latest
trends in their respective fields.
The 25th IAKS Congress is taking place on
the occasion of FSB, the leading international
trade fair for amenity areas, sports and pools
facilities.
For more information, www.iaks.org.
Architects and design professionals from all over the world will meet and exchange their
experiences at the 25th IAKS Congress. Photo: © IAKS
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Schmidt Hammer Lassen Architects announces first US project - the Monroe Blocks, a
major mixed-use development in the heart of downtown Detroit
Copenhagen Denmark – Located at the centre of the spokes that connect
greater Detroit, the Monroe Blocks development will make an impact far
beyond its surrounding context, it will become a destination, an icon for
the future development of Detroit. The new development will combine
downtown Detroit’s first high- rise office tower in a generation with over
480 residential units. Schmidt Hammer Lassen have been working in close
collaboration with developer Bedrock Detroit, local architects Neumann
Smith, engineering firm Buro Happold and landscape architects SLA to
imagine a development that re-establishes historic alleyways, introduces
new public plazas and green space while prioritizing the public realm both
indoors and out. The new office tower will offer a combination of large floor
plates, tall ceiling heights and access to sunlight currently unprecedented
in downtown Detroit. 			
Monroe Blocks will make a diverse reflection on urban life. The mix of
uses allows space for varied activities complimenting each other to make
safe vibrant 24-hour public spaces. Functions include office, residential,
high-street retail, grocery stores and food markets, entertainment, sport and
leisure facilities and the potential for exhibition spaces and performance
venues. 			
Image: © Schmidt Hammer Lassen Architects
Kristian Ahlmark, Senior Partner at Schmidt Hammer Lassen, emphasises
the context of the project: “Detroit is a unique place, I believe everyone living in the Western World has at some point been
influenced or touched by Detroit. We all know or can relate to its legacy: the US automobile industry, the architecture of Albert
Kahn and Woodward, and obviously the music. We are honoured that our first US project is happening in this great city. From our
earliest visits, we experienced the unique optimism, energy and entrepreneurial spirit that defines Detroit. This project is very
much a part of that movement. The challenge has been to create a new way of defining central business districts as a diverse and
multifunctional area for the benefit of the wider community.” 									
The Monroe Blocks project is an important piece in the puzzle for downtown Detroit’s development, connecting some of the
city’s key central public spaces: Cadillac Square, Campus Martius, Library Square and Woodward. These new connections will not
only bind the city centre but also enrich, strengthen and unify the already popular public spaces. 			
“What we’re doing from a public space standpoint within the development is going to be special,” said Dan Mullen, President of
Bedrock’s real estate arm. “It’s not just a big, tall building. It’s a big, tall building that interacts with street level and public spaces
throughout. There’s going to be different pods and nods of great spaces to hang out and for people to get together,” added Mr
Mullen.					

Elios Ceramica unveils new look at Cersaie 2017
Fiorano Modenese, Italy – ELIOS makes its Cersaie 2017
appearance with a new look: restyling of the historic brands
and new sizes, made possible by innovative production
methodologies.
Elios Ceramica, now part of the Italcer group, headed by CEO
Graziano Verdi, comes to Cersaie 2017 with new energy, thanks
to the considerable investments in technology, research and
development made during 2017. There was a desire to provide
continuity on a journey which now practically has a 50-year
history, the Company’s anniversary arriving next year. But the
journey is taking a turn. So it is a new path, new sizes, new
finishes. Elios relaunched its brand with 3 global collections in
the 20×120 size.
The new plank will come in various versions and find
full expression in the ESSENTIAL serie, which features the
coordinated 20×20 porcelain version, a strong point that
characterises the brand’s offering. A comprehensive collection in
terms of versions, finishes and colours that proposes itself to the
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world of distribution, retail
and architecture, thanks to
a range of 46 references.
The 60×120 size too, sets
o f f o n i t s n e w j o u r n e y,
with the introduction of
2 stones: LIMESTONE EVO
and STONE EVO. The project
incorporates fractional
sizes and versions with 3
matt, brushed and polished
finishes. In this case too,
the collection offers a touch
of special attention to the
design world through the
versatility and coordination
o f s i ze s a n d f i n i s h e s, a
genuine Stone Gallery that

The new Sequoia Century series
(wood planks meet vintage
maioliche) from Elios Ceramica.

World
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will over time acquire new options constituting a complete
range of solutions for designers.
Other new series presented are:
SEQUOIA CENTURY is a collection that tells the story and
conveys the experience of the company and draws on the
valuable technical characteristics of porcelain stoneware. The
ancient art of majolica joins the warmth of wood strips.
SOUL With a used, well-worn appearance, many details make
this a special floor. Elios has worked intensely to faithfully
recreate the patina of age on practical and accessible porcelain
stoneware floors.
DOWNTOWN is a series with a contemporary character, ideal
for setting off design choices packed with personality. The
variety of formats permits the dimensions of settings to be
shown off and their combination with creative laying and
decoration techniques.
Finally, the small size – which has always characterised the
company – is relaunched as only Elios is able to do, with the
most comprehensive series of cementine tiles on the market.
D-ESIGN EVO is enhanced by single-pattern decorations also
in the “black and white” version, after the appreciation of
the “Palazzo Ducale” decors which are already successfully
distributed today throughout the global market.
Elios also begins its journey in the world of large slabs with

Elios Ceramica’s booth at Cersaie 2017.

STATUARIO EVOLUTION: the exclusivity of sheer Statuary marble
with refined graphics on a mix of modular sizes for unique,
elegant designs enhanced by the choice of installation. Marble
adds great value to environments and large sizes makes them
concrete, enhancing spaces at the same time. “We’re presenting
ourselves at the most important event in the sector, Cersaie
in Bologna, with new collections produced with a style that
recalls the artistry of a historic brand, one of the most famous
in the ceramic district,” commented Graziano Verdi, CEO of the
Italcer Group, “and what’s more, we’re now able, thanks to the
innovative production methodologies used, to meet the demand
from the market for the new large sizes as well. This is how we
bring together the world of traditional ceramics and ceramics
conceived for designers and architects.”

BIPV in Switzerland: New solar façade with AVANCIS PV modules for energy-efficient
building in Bern
Torgau, Germany – AVANCIS, one of the leading manufacturers of premium CIGS PV modules,
demonstrates the power of its thin-film modules in the BIPV area. The solar façade of the new
building at Senn Areal in Bern, a residential and commercial building, now produces its own
electricity. The facade generates a total solar power of 17.5 kWh per year current on 135

sm
by 130 PowerMax® <italicsPowermax> SKALA PV modules.
Due to the building energy-efficient requirements, Swiss property developer Fambau
decided to build an integrated solar system in the south façade of the building to generate
power, thus actively contributing a relevant part to the energy performance of the building. In
addition, the solar façade should embody a homogeneous high-quality glass surface. Neither
the cell structure, nor the attachment of the PV modules should be visible.			
For many years, Fambau carries out the redevelopment and major-cycle renovations Photo: © SFT (SwissFassadenTechnik,
and conversions with a successful portfolio management. At the same time, it is paying Switzerland)
attention to the self-imposed energy guideline and is also trying to use alternative, new
sources of energy.			
The planning and installation of the solar façade took place in just three months. “SKALA
solar façade modules impress with their easy and standardized assembly because the
design system is really thought-out. Thanks to the fixed back-rails at the backside of the
modules, the mounting is easily done. Compatible to a variety of different substructures,
the installation is easy and fast to handle, and this is project-critical,” explained Jürg Kunz,
Managing Director of Swiss Facade Technology.
Key element of the PowerMax® SKALA modules is the consequent design-performancecombination. The high-quality frameless glass-glass modules with 135 Watt are available
in different colors and sizes, which is essential for the architectural and planning
Photo: © SFT (SwissFassadenTechnik,
freedom.						
“Aligned to the legal requirements for energy efficiency constructions, we help Switzerland)
architects, facade planners and investors with a genuine solar building product which is not just individual and aesthetic, it pays
off as real energy solution,” said Jochen Weick, Head of Business Development & Sales at AVANCIS. “The combination of design and
high yield is the decisive factor of our facade module compared to other energetic façade solutions on the market,” he added.
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Mecanoo clads Seoul office tower in black linear patterns
Delft, The Netherlands – With its stark linear facade patterns, the Namdaemun
Office Building in Seoul stands out from the vibrant market district that surround
it. The office tower is Mecanoo’s first completed project in South Korea’s
capital.
Located next to the ancient southern gate to the city of Seoul, the Namdeamun
Market is the oldest and largest market in South Korea. Since its beginnings
as a government managed marketplace in 1414, it has become an important
24-hour destination for trade and a popular tourist attraction. The market’s
history and regional traditions informed the design for a contemporary office
building, connecting past and present.
Maximising the land allocation, the slim 14-floor building sits elegantly on a
corner plot opposite the market. Its restrained monochromatic appearance acts
as a counterbalance to the colourful frenzy of the market’s nonstop activity. The
role of the facades frames extends beyond decoration. It continuously creates
different atmospheres, filtering incoming light and making shadows across the
interior spaces.
“The relationship between the building and its surroundings reflects the
passing of time, changing from day to night. During the day the facade material
reflects the sun light, whereas in the night, the building glows from within,
revealing its characteristic facade pattern to the market and beyond,” said Francine
Houben, Founding Partner and Creative Director at Mecanoo architecten.

The Namdaemun Office Building.
Image by Kyungsub Shin

Permasteelisa Group awarded major facade contract for Oceanwide Center in
San Francisco
Vittorio Veneto, Italy – Permasteelisa Group has been awarded a major contract for the
facades of the Oceanwide Center in downtown San Francisco. The overall duration of the
project will be around four years, from the design phase all the way to the production
and final installation; it will be carried out by Permasteelisa North America and by Josef
Gartner in Germany and USA, with the support of the Italian Headquarters as well as other
companies of the Group. 					
The new addition to San Francisco’s downtown is a mixed-used development located
in the Transbay neighbourhood, at the corner of First and Mission Streets. Designed by
Foster + Partners, the new development by Oceanwide Holdings will comprise two highrise towers and provide the city with 1 million square feet (around 93,000 square metres)
of office space, 265 luxury residential units and a 171-key luxury hotel.		
The taller tower, on First Street, will rise 910 feet (277 metres) and is going to become
the second tallest in the city of San Francisco. The 61-storey building mixed-use residential
and office tower will have a 730,000 square feet (67,800 square metres) curtain wall which
incorporates recessed, stainless steel diagrid cladding, floor-to-ceiling high performance
glass, and a custom aluminum profile, for a total of 11,500 units. 				
The façade will contribute to achieve the LEED Platinum rating for which the building
has been designed. The second tower, on Mission Street, will rise 645 feet (197 metres). This
elegant 54-storey mixed-use residential and hotel building will have 300,000 square feet
(approximately) 28,000 square metres) of cladding by Josef Gartner, in a modern interpretation
of the traditional bay window buildings. The tower is characterised by its natural stone
cladding that features unique “glass vitrine” windows, and is designed to achieve the LEED Gold Rating. 			
“We are proud to be part of this amazing and ambitious project,” said Mr Riccardo Mollo, Chief Executive Officer of Permasteelisa
Group. 				
“Its magnitude and advanced technical features make it almost impossible for anyone but for Permasteelisa and it’s another
wonderful opportunity to work alongside with Foster + Partners on a very challenging and unique project just after the successful
completion of the Apple Park in Cupertino,” added Mr Mollo.
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Buildings to generate their own power with innovative glass blocks
Exeter, UK – Renewable Energy experts
from the Universit y of Exeter are
developing a pioneering new technique
that could accelerate the widespread
introduction of net-zero energy buildings
through the latest Building Integrated
Photovoltaics (BIPV).
These products, like the solar tile
created by Tesla, can become a part of
a building’s architecture to generate
electricity. The team has created an
innovative glass block, which can be
incorporated into the fabric of a building
and is designed to collect solar energy
and convert it to electricity.
It is thought that buildings consume
more than 40 percent of the electricity
produced across the globe. This new
technology would allow electricity to be
produced at the site of use, whilst being
seamlessly integrated into the building.
The blocks, called Solar Squared, are
designed to fit seamlessly into either
new buildings, or as part of renovations
in existing properties. They are like
the existing glass blocks by allowing
daylight to resonate around a property by
replacing traditional bricks and mortar
with transparent glass bricks.
C r u c i a l l y, h o w e v e r, t h e S o l a r
Squared blocks have intelligent optics
that focus the incoming solar radiation
onto small solar cells, enhancing the
overall energy generated by each solar
cell. The electricity generated will then
be available to power the building,
be stored or used to charge electric
vehicles.
The Exeter team, which has created

Photo: © University of Exeter

a start-up company BUILD SOLAR to
market and produce the pioneering
product, is now looking to encourage
investment to carry out commercial
testing of the product, and then aims
to take it to market in 2018.
Dr Hasan Baig, founder of BUILD
SOLAR and Research Fellow from the
University of Exeter’s Environment and
Sustainability Institute said: “BIPV is
a growing industry with a 16 percent
annual growt h rate. S et t i n g u p a
company, which can cater to this growing
market shall prove beneficial for the UK
economy in the long term.”
“We are aiming to build integrated,
affordable, efficient and attractive
solar technologies, which have the
smallest impact on the local landscape.
It’s an exciting venture and one that
should capture the imagination of the
construction industry, when looking to
develop new office blocks and public

buildings or infrastructure projects
such as train stations and car parks,” said
Professor Tapas Mallick, chief scientific
advisor for BUILD SOLAR.
The team believe their blocks have
better thermal insulation than traditional
glass blocks, as well as providing power
to the building. The patent pending
technology is at prototype stage and
the team are now in the process of
fine-tuning their designs to test the
technology at pilot sites.
Co-inventor and Exeter’s research
commercialisation manager in Cornwall,
Jim Williams, believes that the timing
of the technology is favorable. “It’s
now clear that the world is moving to
a distributed energy system, of which
a growing proportion is renewable.
This, coupled with the shift to electric
vehicles means that there are substantial
opportunities for new ways of generating
electricity at the point of use.”
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dormakaba makes two major acquisitions
Ennepetal, Germany – dormakaba announced that it has acquired two companies - Skyfold Investment Inc., and Kilargo Pty Ltd
– in a move to expand its product offering in North America and Pacific region.
Skyfold Investment Inc. (Skyfold) is a leading global premium provider of automated vertical folding wall systems in the North
American market, based in Montreal, Canada. With this acquisition, dormakaba enhances its Movable Walls portfolio and expands
the segment’s presence in North America.
Skyfold, with its well-known brand, is a pioneer in developing, manufacturing
and distributing vertical folding walls - a system with automatically upwards
folding walls which are stowed in the ceiling, instead of stacking sideways.
With this unique system, Skyfold serves different market segments, including
the office and educational sectors, as well as healthcare. dormakaba sees good
sales synergy potential in the hospitality sector in the future, utilising its existing
sales organisation structures and by leveraging the full market potential. Skyfold
systems also fulfil the increased demand for flexible, easy-to-use systems that
allow simple, automated reconfiguration to suit current and future market
expectations Skyfold has a well-established network among reputable architects,
and market influencers, as well as a strong established sales and distribution
network in North America. In recent years, the company also made its first steps
Skyfold systems – Mirage. Photo: © dormakaba
in international business development.			

Skyfold systems – Classic. Photo: © dormakaba

Skyfold systems – Zenith 55. Photo: © dormakaba

dormakaba is acquiring 100 percent of Skyfold, and will integrate the company into its existing organisational structure of the
Movable Walls segment. An integration process is set-up by the Segment Management Team. “We are looking forward to step into a
promising joint future and we warmly welcome the new family members of dormakaba Movable Walls segment,” said Christoph Jacob,
COO of the Segment.
Kilargo Pty Ltd. is a recognised Australian market leader in the manufacture and
supply of quality architectural acoustic door seals, fire & smoke seals, plus intumescent
fire-damper products. With this acquisition, dormakaba will increase the breadth of
its product offering in the Pacific Region.
Kilargo’s product range has a well-earned reputation, boasting Australian- made
reliable, quality products. Their customer services team is unrivalled across the
industry. The well-recognised ‘Kilargo’ brand name commands strong respect, with
its architectural seals supplied to buildings via distributors, fire and smoke seals
for the door-manufacturing industry, and intumescent fire dampers for the HVAC
(Heating, Ventilation, Air-Conditioning) industry.
Kilargo was founded in 2006 when it acquired the ‘Lorient Australia’ business from
Lorient Australia Pty Ltd. Since then, Kilargo has continued to expand upon its extensive
portfolio, building upon its excellent industry reputation, experience and goodwill.
Kilargo has become a market leader in Australia for commercial door seals, and has
international sales branches in Singapore and Dubai. These international branches
will be merged into the existing local dormakaba companies. Kilargo continues to
Kilargo product. Photo: © dormakaba
manufacture its product range in Brisbane.
For more information, email helen.tan@dormakaba.com.
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Canada’s tallest building, The One breaks ground in Toronto
London, UK – Construction on The One, a bold new development in the heart
of Toronto, began last week. The 85-storey (306 metre) structure is set to be
the country’s tallest building and the second tallest man-made structure
after Toronto’s CN Tower.
The past decade has seen the city completely transform through
unprecedented growth and development in the central business district
and outlying areas. Situated at the border of downtown and the fashionable
Yorkville neighbourhood, The One will bridge the two zones, inspired by its
context, the neighbourhood quality of Yorkville, the commercial boulevard
of Bloor Street and the local heritage character of Yonge Street.
Giles Robinson, Senior Partner, Foster + Partners said, “The One is the final
piece of the jigsaw in the tower cluster at the Yonge and Bloor node – one of
the most prominent intersections in the city. The project creates a new anchor
for high-end retail along Bloor Street West, while respecting the urban scale
of Yonge Street. The design is respectful of the legacy of the William Luke
Buildings, and incorporates the historic 19th century brick structures within
the larger development.”
The tower is a clearly articulated building that differentiates the commercial
units at lower levels from the residential apartments above. The structural
frame is clearly expressed on the façade creating a distinctive series of vertical,
horizontal and diagonal framing elements that are clad in a champagne bronze
colour. The building is further articulated with the introduction of horizontal
bands at regular intervals where mechanical floors are located. By expressing
the functions and its distinctive structure, the building acquires a unique
identity, becoming an outstanding new addition to the Toronto skyline.
The residential floors are based on consistent 57 square-metre (620-squarefoot) planning modules, allowing for flexible configurations throughout. The
tower is topped by a series of duplex penthouses, which have sweeping views
across Lake Ontario and beyond. Access and amenities to the residences is
via a sky lobby with spa and fitness facilities, library and formal entertaining
rooms, and a large south-facing terrace providing the residents and their
families with luxurious, intimate spaces for rest and relaxation.
“The One will set new standards for commercial and retail developments
in Canada. We’re extremely excited to be working with Mizrahi to realise this
fantastic vision, and look forward to the next stages of the project with great
anticipation,” added Robinson.

The One in Toronto. Visualisation: © Foster + Partners
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SGBC announces winners of the SGBC-BCA Sustainability Leadership Awards 2017
Photo of the winners. From left to right:
1. Mr. Quek Yang Thee, Assistant 		
Programme Chair (DGEM), 			
Republic Polytechnic
2. Ms. Joanne Koh, 				
Course Manager, Temasek 			
Polytechnic
3. Mr. Zac Toh, Director, GWS Living 		
Art
4. Ar. Quek Ser Bock, Deputy 			
Director (Design Implementation) 		
HDB   
5. Mr. Tan Swee Yiow, President, 		
SGBC
6. Mr. Lawrence Wong, Minister for 		
MND
7. Mr. Lee Fook Sun, Chairman, 		
BCA
8. Ms. Esther An, Chief Sustainability 		
Officer, CDL
9. Ar. Khoo Poh Bin, Deputy 			
Managing Director, DCA Architects
10. Ar. Kuan Chee Yung, Senior VP, 		
CPG Consultants
11. Er. Tong Kok Kwang, Project 			
Director/Principal Mechanical 		
Engineer, NTU

Photo: © Singapore Green Building Council

Singapore – Organisations, individuals and building projects from the building fraternity were recently recognised for their sustainability
efforts in the built environment at the SGBC-BCA Sustainability Leadership Awards 2017 held at the Grand Copthorne Waterfront
Hotel on 8 September 2017.
Now in its second year, the Award seeks to promote
sustainability efforts and raise the profile of deserving
recipients active in the green building space.
This year, the biennial SGBC-BCA Green Building
Individual Awards (GBIA) was placed under the banner of
the SGBC-BCA Sustainability Leadership Awards. The holistic
approach now encompasses Individuals, Organisations and
Green Building Projects in Singapore.
There were altogether 16 winners in the three main
award categories of Individuals, Organisations and Green
Building Projects. 20 members from the public (BCA) and
private sectors (SGBC) performed the judging process.
The winners of the SGBC-BCA Sustainability Leadership
Awards 2017 are:
Green Visionary Award – Dr. John Keung, Dean, BCA
Academy

Mr Lawrence Wong, Minister of Development for Singapore and 2nd Minister for
Finance, giving his opening address at the SGBC Gala Dinner 2017.
Photo: © Singapore Green Building Council

Green Building Advocate of the Year – Ms. Esther An, Chief Sustainability Officer, City Developments Limited
Young Green Building Advocate of the Year
– Ms. Joanne Koh, Course Manager, Temasek Polytechnic
– Mr. Quek Yang Thee, Assistant Programme Chair (Diploma in Green Building Energy Management), Republic Polytechnic
Green Architect of the Year – Ar. Khoo Poh Bin, Deputy Managing Director, DCA Architects
Green Architect of the Year – Ar. Kuan Chee Yung, Senior Vice President, CPG Consultants Pte Ltd
Green Facilities Manager of the Year – Er. Tong Kok Kwang, Project Director and Principal Mechanical Engineer Office of Development
and Facilities Management, Nanyang Technological University
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Young Green Building Innovator of the Year
– Mr. Zac Toh, Director, GWS Living Art Pte Ltd
Commendation: Green Building Advocate
– Ar. Quek Ser Bock, Deputy Director (Design
Implementation) Housing and Development
Board
Business Leadership in Sustainability
- City Developments Limited
- Interface
Leadership in Green Building Product
- AGC Asia Pacific Pte Ltd
- Akzo Nobel Paints (Singapore) Pte Ltd
Design & Performance: Commercial
– Alexandra Point
Design & Performance: Institutional
– Our Tampines Hub

The award ceremony was attended by building and construction industry professionals
comprising of architects, contractors, developers and manufacturers. Photo: © Singapore
Green Building Council

Design & Performance: Residential
– Blossom Residences
According to SGBC, a few of the winners will represent Singapore in the World Green Building Council Asia Pacific Leadership Awards
in Green Building 2018, alongside some of the most sustainable companies and projects in the Asia Pacific region.
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9-11 Nov 2017

6-9 Feb 2018

14-18 Mar 2018

GreenUrbanscape Asia 2017

ISE 2018

WORLDBEX 2018

15-18 Mar 2018

20-22 Mar 2018

21-22 Mar 2018

MegaBuild Indonesia 2018

R+T Asia 2018

IoT Asia 2018

27-29 Mar 2018

25-27 Apr 2018

9-11 May 2018

Ecobuild Southeast Asia 2018

SMAhome Conference &
Exhibition 2018

BUILD4ASIA 2018

Singapore EXPO Convention and Exhibition
Centre
Singapore
Tel: +65 6403 2195
Fax: +65 6822 2616
Email: doreen.soh@singex.com
Website: www.greenurbanscapeasia.com

Jakarta Convention Center
Jakarta, Indonesia
Tel: +62 21 2556 5000
Fax: +62 21 2556 5040
Email: eric.antonius@reedpanorama.com
Website: www.megabuild.co.id

Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel: +60 3 2176 8788
Fax: +60 3 2164 8786
Email: ecobuild-sea@ubm.com
Website: www.ecobuildsea.com

Shanghai’s New International Expo Centre
(SNIEC)
Shanghai, China
Tel: +86 21 61956088
Fax: +86 21 61956099
Email: rtasia@vnuexhibitions.com.cn
Website: http://rtasia.org

Taipei Nangang Exhibition Center
Nangang District
Taipei, Taiwan
Tel: +886 2 8729 1099 ext. 768
Email: michelle.chu@newera.
messefrankfurt.com
Website: http://smahome.
tw.messefrankfurt.com

17-19 Jul 2018

19-21 Sept 2018

ASEAN M&E Show 2018

CONCRETESHOW SEA 2018

Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel: +60 3 2176 8788
Fax: +60 3 2164 8786
Email: aseanmne@ubm.com
Website: www.aseanmne.com
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Jakarta International Expo
Arena PRJ Kemayoran
Jakarta Pusat, DKI Jakarta
Indonesia
Tel: +62 21 2930 5959
Email: niekke.budiman@ubm.com
Website: www.concreteshowseasia.com

World Trade Center Metro Manila
SMX Convention Center
WTCMM East Wings A & B
WTCMM West Wing
Manila, Philippines
Tel: +632 656 9239
Email: info.worldbex@gmail.com
Website: www.worldbex.com

Singapore Expo
Singapore
Tel: +65 6403 2100
Email: registration.iotasia@singex.com
Website: www.internetofthingsasia.com

Hong Kong Convention & Exhibition
Centre
Hong Kong
Tel: +852 2827 6211
Email: exhibit@build4asia.com
Website: www.Build4Asia.com
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Smart Buildings: Internet of Things

Creating smarter & greener buildings
with Internet of Things
Internet of Things (IoT) is slowly making its way in the world of architecture with the aim of
creating buildings that are smarter and more energy-efficient. Building owners will be able to
better manage their properties with smart systems and sensors, which can manage lighting,
temperature and air quality levels in the buildings. In this feature, Southeast Asia Building talks
to two industry professionals on how IoT can enable smart buildings and smart cities and the
major challenges and opportunities it presents to architects and building owners.

The Southeast Asia market has made significant investments
and incentives to design and deploy IoT technologies into
commercial and government buildings.

Interview insights from
Anno Scholten, Founder & CEO of Connexxenergy

Can you explain how Internet of
Things (IoT) work for buildings?
IoT has a unique position in Commercial
buildings (Government, Healthcare,
Education, REIT, etc.).
Traditionally,
operation, energy and other data about
these buildings have been provided
by traditional building management
systems (BAS, BMS, CCMS, EMS, ACS,
SEC, FMS, etc., etc.). These consist of
complex, proprietary and expensive
controllers, networks, servers and
application software that were designed
to control and maintain the comfort and
security as well as minimise the energy
usage for the buildings. The expense
and complexity of these systems limits
the amount of ‘things’ that can be
monitored in the building. Further,
they have limited ability to collect, store
and analyse large volumes of data from
the multitude of possible things in a
building.
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IoT significantly changes this
equation for building owners. IoT
technologies allow building owners and
operators to quickly and cost effectively
collect hundreds and thousands of
points of data from a building, such
as; temperature, humidity, occupancy,
lighting, air quality, energy, power,
motion, equipment status, people
count, and many others. However, the
challenge most pure IoT manufacturers
face is that building owners want
to acquire, normalise and analyse
data from both the existing building
management systems and these new IoT
platforms concurrently. New generation
data acquisition platforms now allow
building owners to achieve this.

In what ways is IoT going to enable
‘smart buildings’ and ‘smart cities’?
IoT significantly increases the amount of
data that can be economically collected

and analysed of buildings and cities.
Every piece of infrastructure, sensor,
personal mobile device, and business
process in a building today is a potential
source of valuable data for improving

Smart Buildings: Internet of Things ARCHITECTURE

operations, user experience, energy
optimization and physical security.
Insightful facilities teams are beginning
to direct it towards the creation and
maintenance of digital twins. A digital
twin is a dynamic software model of a
physical thing or system.
The concept of building and
maintaining a digital twin is a new
frontier in the industrial art of digital
modeling. We are entering a time
when everything is getting connected,
computers are ubiquitous and the
amount of data that can be collected,
aggregated and analyzed is practically
limitless due to cloud architectures. It is
now within reach to create a full proxy
of a building in the cloud. The digital
modeling world has been working
toward this moment since the first
computer-aided design (CAD) tools
for drawing symbols and geometries
were introduced in the 1960s. Early
CAD led to the very sophisticated BIM
(building information models) that
performance design engineers working
in architecture & engineering firms use
today to analyze and optimise systems.
The
big
advancement
that
distinguishes a digital twin is that
it encompasses not just predictive
design-phase data, but also time-series
data captured from an occupied and
operating building. Digital twins can
serve as repositories of data from BIM,
building automation systems (BAS) and
IoT networks. The replicas will come
alive as they are fed time-series data
from actual operations. A range of
analytics packages will be run against
the real-time data to glean insight
about operations on a continuous basis
or on demand by users. The information
contained will become more granular
as more data is accumulated, organised
and interpreted. 				
Consider, for example, representing
a building’s chiller in software. The
model might start as a simple block
diagram showing component parts like
condenser, motor, pipes, etc. As you add
chiller performance data, the virtual
twin becomes more information-rich,
like a 3D wireframe view. By adding IoT
sensor data, you can get more granular
information about aspects of chiller
operation. Metaphorically, you’re adding
detail, shape and color to the digital
twin. As you pull in more data, you can
make it more and more like the physical

chiller. The digital twin can also include
equipment documentation, with links to
online resources.

How does IoT add value to a
property?
Value can be gleaned from this data
from the earliest phases of its evolution.
Fault detection and diagnostics (FDD)
for specific equipment, like chillers, can
be run against a relatively sparse ‘young’
digital twin. When there is need for
more granular data on specific aspects
of operations, wireless IoT sensors can
be placed to gather the information
of interest. For example, hot/cold calls
from occupants may trigger interest in
air supply temperatures at a handful of
points. There is no necessity to bring
every point captured by a sensor system
into a BAS but can now be collected by
more cost effective IoT devices. Likewise,
there’s no reason not to keep populating
a digital twin with the information. With
today’s cloud architectures, the added
cost to store and manage the additional
data is minimal, and you don’t know
what new use for the data will arise in
the future. 				
FDD analytics are an important tool
in the arsenal, but they are not the only
tool. To optimise chiller operations, for
example, you want to be able to query
the chiller’s observed heat curve, then
adjust the Sequence of Operations
(SOO) programming accordingly. Today
there are many commercial off-theshelf statistical programmes that do
curve fitting. A growing category in
operational analytics for buildings
is
model-based
predictive
and
prescriptive control algorithms. Fed
historical and real-time trend data,
these tools look for patterns to predict
what will happen next. If predicted
performance would result in energy
waste or other undesired outcome,
they can prescribe actions to course
correct, and sometimes affect the
necessary adjustments – like changing
variable-speed motor settings, for
example. These analytics packages are
leading the buildings industry closer to
machine-learning and AI. 		
Inherent to the digital twin
concept is the idea that its value
increases over time. As the information
contained gets more granular, you
will get more meaningful and reliable
results to the analyses run against

it, and the what-if scenarios you run
through can start to get more complex.
Consider the challenges of an engineer
overseeing chiller operations for four
geographically dispersed resort hotels.
Perhaps the chiller operator in one
geography has discovered a better
sequence of operations. Or, perhaps
after doing forensics on a chiller
failure, she has suggested changes to
the SOO to safeguard the equipment.
Should the head engineer institute the
updated SOO at all properties? Running
simulations on a digital twin from the
comfort of his chair is much less risky
than testing the proposed changes in
the real world. Innovation and greater
efficiency would happen a lot faster
with a digital twin available to consult.

How should architects prepare
to design a building with IoT
capabilities?
New
wireless
technologies
like
Bluetooth v5.0 and LoRa together with
newer battery capabilities and the
pervasiveness of cloud technologies
have
significantly
simplified
the
deployment costs and capabilities of
IoT data. “Lick and Stick” IoT sensors
for existing commercial buildings has
become a reality.
Architects can benefit from a
better understanding of IoT design and
infrastructure. The pervasiveness of IoT
devices that can now be deployed runs
the risk of spoiling building aesthetics.

What are the major challenges and
concerns presented by IoT?
The IoT architecture should feature
security as well as open, low-friction
data interoperability at each level.
Software stacks supported by opensource communities provide the
safest future growth path today. IoT
should be designed to scale, evolve
and reincarnate for the lifespan of the
buildings.

What kind of success has IoT enjoyed
in Southeast Asia versus Europe?
The Southeast Asia market has made
significant investments and incentives
to design and deploy IoT technologies
into commercial and government
buildings.
Singapore government
departments like the NEA and CAG
are designing IoT requirements into
building data acquisition specifications.
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Smart Buildings: Internet of Things

Architects should adapt to embed “connected
capabilities” into building design apart from the physical
and aesthetic considerations.

Interview insights from
M.S.K Muralidhar, Manufacturing Industry Leader, Consulting,
at Deloitte Southeast Asia

In what ways is IoT going to enable
‘smart buildings’ and ‘smart cities’?
If there is one ingredient that makes a
city smart, it is data. The combination
of various data sources allows a city
to develop real insight into societal
challenges like sustainability, mobility,
health and security. This insight can be
used to make better, smarter, data-based
decisions. IoT enables to aggregate data
from a wide array of sensors, in public
spaces, in transportation systems, in
energy grids, in all kinds of consumer
devices provides real-time insight in
transportation flows, energy flows,
pollution and human behavior. A
real smart city emerges when data is
combined from multiple sources that
have traditionally not been used in
combination.

How does IoT add value to a
property?
Digitization (specifically IOT as the data
gathering platform) is changing the
most fundamental truth about buildings
– that value is solely based on location.
While location still matters, buildings
are being transformed into a connected
platform with new value creation
potential based on location, information
and analytics to optimise usage of scare
resources, personalise living/office
space experience and improving ease of
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access to citizen services (health, safety,
transport, etc.).

How should architects prepare
to design a building with IoT
capabilities?
Architects should adapt to embed
“connected capabilities” into building
design apart from the physical
and aesthetic considerations. It is
important to include the “voice of the
digital ecosystem” into the building
design as value of the asset multiplies
exponentially as more digital economy
players get involved to enable various
facets of smart living.

What are the major challenges and
concerns presented by IoT?
Like all rapidly evolving technologies,
the adoption challenges include
developing
digital
connectivity
infrastructure (fixed broadband, mobile
broadband, IoT networks and Beacons),
preparing for cyber intrusion, equipping
the regulators to balance regulation
and enablement, and transitioning the
broader society to embrace connected
way of life.

What kind of success has IoT enjoyed
in Southeast Asia versus Europe?
Digitization including IoT is on the
national agenda of every major country

in Southeast Asia. The adoption in
Southeast Asia is still in an exploratory
phase. The scalable use cases are limited
as the connectivity infrastructure is
still evolving and the relative priorities
of end-user differ by each city in the
region. South East Asia is likely to
experience major impact of IoT in
manufacturing efficiency, healthcare
access, reliability of utilities, agriculture
productivity and responsiveness of
government services.

www.internetofthingsasia.com
Organised by

Industry Accolades

#iotasia
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Tainan
Tung-Men
Holiness
Church
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his project originates from a vision that the pastor has received from God: Tainan Tung-Men Holiness Church (TMHC) symbolises
an eagle as a biblical metaphor, and it is like an airport, serving as a boarding gate for non-believers to enter into God’s
kingdom.			
The site of the new church is surrounded by secular residential buildings. Responding to this contextual city fabric as well as
the pastor’s vision, the lower floors of the church are used as socialising spaces such as coffee shop and family-friendly book store,
inviting the community in and knitting the church closely with the life of the neighbourhood. On the other hand, the dematerializing,
white staircase leading to the sanctuary above transforms the spatial characteristic from the mundane to sanctified space by guiding
the act of rising and turning through spilled natural light.
Where the sanctuary signifies as the holy space to worship God, it is a raised two-storey cubical volume formed by cast-in-place
architectural concrete and illuminated by soft and sacred light filtered through the aluminum perforated screens on the church
exterior. A cantilevered wood staircase at the back of the sanctuary takes the user through the sky figuratively before connecting
back into the sanctuary mezzanine. The user has a different visual experience at the open mezzanine and the adjacent nursery
looking back into the sanctuary. The white vertical staircase terminates at church’s top floor, which consists three separate pray
rooms. The user standing at the top landing of the staircase looks out onto the prominent white cross rising above the spandrel glass
in close distance to the glass exterior of the stairway.
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The church is mainly composed of cool architectural
concrete but balanced with warm wood and copper colours
used for curved sanctuary ceiling, oak staircase and feather-like
metal screens on the main facade.
The aluminum perforated screens or “feathers” on the church
exterior pay homage to the eagle metaphor, connecting this
contemporary architecture to the members of the church on the
emotional level. The orientation of every feather is calculated
by the Fibonacci sequence and it is varied by increments of two
degrees from feather to feather. Thus, the main church façade
appears to be soft, transparent and flowing. Looking out from
inside, the feathers form a sheer fabric that presents the secular
world outside in a different light.

PROJECT DATA
Project: Tainan Tung-Men Holiness Church (TMHC)
Location: Tainan, Taiwan
Client: Tainan Tung-Men Holiness Church
Design Firm: MAYU architects+
Architect: Malone Chang / Yu-lin Chen
Interior Design: MAYU architects+
Landscape Design: MAYU architects+
Program (Use): Church
Project Team: Malone Chang, Yu-lin Chen (Architects),
Sheng-Yang Huang, Elisabeth Lebas (Competition), Yu-Ling
Liu, Ting-Yi Lo, Miao-Ling Cheng (SD/DD/CD), Yong-Sian
Fang (CA)
Structural Engineer: Envision Engineering Consultant
MEP & HVAC Engineer: Zhao-Rong Chen Engineers
Associates
Construction Companies: Fugu Construction
Site Area: 420 square metres
Building Area: 239.5 square metres
Total Floor Area: 1240.06 square metres
Storeys: 5
Structure: Reinforced Concrete
Finish (Exterior): Aluminum Composite Perforated Panel,
Low-E Glass, Concrete
Finish (Interior): Aluminum louvered ceiling, Glass
partition, Solid teak flooring, Linoleum flooring
Competition: 08/2012
Construction Start: 07/2013
Completion: 09/2015
Photographs: Shawn Liu Studio
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Chapel Street Centre – Restored & Reopened

T

he Chapel Street Centre at 68
Harewood Road, Christchurch,
New
Zealand
replaces
the
original church demolished due to
damage sustained in the 2010 and 2011
Canterbury Earthquakes.
Designed by Dalman Architects, the
strong simple design both inside and
out speaks of its purpose as worship and
contemplative space, and has enabled
the church to be constructed within the
very limited budget.
The central entrance is distinguished
from the rest of the building. Highly
visible and strong in its expression, it
invites the user into foyer. The floor plan
is organised around this space, creating
a transparent link to the backyard
garden as well as a connection between
the worship hall and the community
block. The foyer is as an open, inviting
space that could be used as an entry,
spill-out space and as a separate area for
meetings and functions.
The worship hall has a simple
rectangular plan with moveable seating
allowing flexibility of use. To the south
the worship hall is screened from
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the busy Harewood Road by a wall of
selected opening spaces. On other sides,
the space is surrounded by two metre–
high windows positioned between
regular columns.
The northern community block
connects the foyer with the parking area
through an open gallery corridor. Being
generously proportioned and lit through
continuous skylights this link becomes

Photo: © Stephen Goodenough

not only a comfortable circulation
area but a significant element of the
building, and is used for exhibitions.
The meeting and lounge rooms take
full advantage of the western light and
can be opened to the fenced outside
area while the kitchen, sports hall and
storage are orientated towards the east
side.
The building has been created

Religious

through the identification of basic
forms established in the tradition of
church architecture and of the place.
Those forms are then revealed and
their content is opened as an invitation
and interaction with the outside
environment.
The high level window tower
located on the corner of the worship
hall
expresses
the
building’s
predominant function of worship space,
and acknowledges the spire of the old
church that was a local landmark. The
rest of the roof slopes down from the
tower to the rectangular floor plan
below, creating an interesting form
both on the outside and inside of the
building. Materials representing the
ones used in the old church, such as
wood utilised in the ceiling, remind us
of important elements of the past.
The
design
was
created
through careful identification of the
requirements and traditions of the
Parish which results in a worship space
and communal centre that fits the needs
of the Christchurch North Methodist
Parish and the wider community.
Richard Chalklen, Parish Council
Conveyor said: “The Christchurch North
Methodist Parish wanted to express
elements of who we are and our
Christian mission to the community in
the design of our new facilities. Dalman
Architects responded to this challenge
by designing a building that expresses
the essence of being a church, open
and transparent, inviting, practical and
versatile. Our congregation is excited by
this stunning design as it has exceeded
our expectations in so many ways.”

INTERIOR

Photo: © Stephen Goodenough
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PROJECT DATA
Project: Chapel Street Centre
Location: 68 Harewood Road,
Christchurch, New Zealand
Architect: Dalman Architects
Project Director: Richard Dalman
Project Leader: Szymon
Gozdzikowski
Completion: 2016
Awards: New Zealand Institute
of Architects Public Architecture
Award and The Property Council
Special Purpose Award – Excellence
Photos: © Stephen Goodenough

Photo: © Stephen Goodenough
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Photo: © Islamic Religious Council of Singapore and Masjid Yusof Ishak.

New Masjid Yusof Ishak features
Nusantara architecture

O

n 14 April 2017, residents in Woodlands in Singapore welcomed the
opening of the new Masjid Yusof Ishak. The mosque was officially
opened by Puan Noor Aishah, widow of the late President Yusof
Ishak. Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong and Minister for Communications and
Information, Minister-in-Charge of Cyber Security and Minister-in-Charge of
Muslim Affairs, Dr Yaacob Ibrahim witnessed the ceremony.

Honouring His Legacy
The name of the mosque was first announced by Prime Minister Mr Lee
Hsien Loong at the 2014 National Day Rally. Naming the mosque after Encik
Yusof Ishak, the Republic’s first president, pays tribute to his contributions,
and is in line with the nation’s effort to remember, celebrate and honour our
pioneers.
The mosque stands firmly committed to preserving the legacy and
aspirations of Encik Yusof Ishak. A heritage wall at the fifth floor of the
mosque accentuates the key values that the late President stood for. Chief of
these is a firm commitment to multiculturalism; promoting and preserving
religious harmony. This was one of Encik Yusof Ishak’s earliest contributions,
as he rose to the challenge of bringing together a multiracial nation,
building trust, confidence and unity among Singaporeans.

Rahmatan Lil Alamin Foundation
Masjid Yusof Ishak will also house the Rahmatan Lil Alamin Foundation
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Photo: © Islamic Religious Council of Singapore and
Masjid Yusof Ishak.
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(RLAF). The office along with the
adjacent multi-purpose rooms will
be the new nerve centre for the
Foundation, also launched by the Prime
Minister in 2009. The Foundation’s
primary work involves inspiring youth
and building their competencies in
undertaking humanitarian and community
development work. The office will also
be involved in planning, evaluation and
coordination of activities to facilitate
the humanitarian relief and community
development projects supported by the
Foundation.

Singapore’s 26th mosque to be funded
by the Mosque Building and Mendaki
Fund (MBMF), a community fund
sustained through contributions by all
working Muslims in Singapore.

Building Ownership and Partnership
with the community
To raise funds for the interior fittings

and furnishing costs, the Mosque
Building
Committee
(JPM)
was
appointed on 1 December 2013,
led by veteran community leader,
Haji Mohammad Ayub Johari. The
committee has successfully raised
S$2.5 million through various donation
drives and community outreach
efforts.

Serving the Muslim Community
Mufti of Singapore, Dr Mohamed Fatris
Bakaram, consecrated the prayer space
of the newly constructed mosque, which
can accommodate 4,500 congregants.
The mosque will add prayer spaces for
Muslims living, working and schooling
in the Woodlands area. The new mosque
complements the prayer space needs
at Woodlands and Admiralty which is
currently served by Masjid An-Nur at
Admiralty Road.
Masjid Yusof Ishak is the 71st
mosque in Singapore today, and the
fourth mosque built under Phase 4 of
the Mosque Building Programme. Built
at the cost of S$18 million, it is also

Photo: © Islamic Religious Council of Singapore and Masjid Yusof Ishak.
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Features of Yusof Ishak Mosque
Nusantara Architecture
Masjid Yusof Ishak is designed with a unique architecture,
blending traditional mosque characteristics with Nusantara3
heritage and elements, while also addressing functional
requirements. Distinctive features of a tropical Nusantara house,
such as eaves/overhangs, verandah, decorative fixed ventilation
panels and beautifully crafted balustrades, are reinterpreted
and expressed in a modern way befitting this new generation
mosque.
Islamic motifs and Nusantara pattern are also used
throughout the mosque, including the prayer hall, as an
integrated geometrical art form of the Nusantara Islamic
heritage. The patterns are also featured prominently on the
stained glass windows incorporated on the fifth floor atrium.
These modern and reinterpreted features are in tandem with the
aspirations of Encik Yusof Ishak, who stood for modernisation
and progressiveness while keeping true to one’s heritage.
A Place for Everyone
Masjid Yusof Ishak features an open praying area on the second
storey and a dedicated female praying area on the third storey.
Facilities such as a lift, ramps and benches in the ablution area
also cater to the needs of the elderly.
The mosque is designed for the community to fully utilise all
its spaces. The first level and multi-purpose hall can be adapted
to host small-scale functions and events. At the main entrance,
benches will be provided to create a communal space to
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facilitate informal gathering and interaction. This is comparable
to the ‘Anjung’ in a Malay house, which is an entrance porch to
receive and welcome guests.
Other facilities include a Conference Room, a sizeable
auditorium/function room, four seminar rooms, and a roof
terrace on the fifth storey that can cater to a variety of functions.
An interactive pod is an added feature on the fourth storey, to
encourage youths to leverage the info-com technology made
available at the mosque.
Embracing Ecology for Sustainability
The mosque is designed to be naturally ventilated, except for
the office areas, multi-purpose hall, auditorium, and seminar
rooms, which have the option of air-conditioning. Taking the
cue from the tropical Nusantara house, ventilation panels are
adapted into the facade above the casement windows as a
climatic response to bring the wind in, but keep the rain out.
Most rooms are planned along the building edges to enjoy good
natural lighting. The etched glass pattern on the windows and
the aluminium fins beside help to reduce glare and heat.
The mosque is surrounded by a green strip along its
boundary to provide visual relief and buffer from noise from
the surroundings. Communal gathering spaces on the second
storey also provide some soft landscaping opportunities. The
mosque has also designed and constructed an orchid sanctuary.
The roof terrace can double up as an extended prayer area when
the need arises. It is also lined with planter boxes that help
soften the building’s edge.
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The Church of
San Jerónimo
in Baza, Spain
Seriously damaged after years of
neglect, The Church named after
San Girolamo required consolidation
and renovation work. Mapei was
proud to be involved in this project.
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T

he Church of San Jerónimo in Baza (Spain), a city not
far from Granada, is part of a much larger monumental
complex that includes a monastery, named after the
same saint, and the Enríquez Palace, which was declared a
Monument of Historical and Artistic Significance to Spain
in 1975. The origins of the complex date back to 1502 when
Enrique Enríquez, the uncle of King Ferdinand II of Aragon,
married Maria de Luna who commissioned its construction.

The architectural history and structure of the church
The entire San Jerónimo complex played a key role during the
17 th and 18 th centuries, both for the religious life of the city
and for the economical influence it exerted thanks to the
properties it owned. During the War of Independence (18081814), that saw the Spanish fighting against the French, the
church was abandoned by the monks and occupied by the
troops of Napoleon. It was then reopened for worship and, in
1936, at the start of the Civil War, it was closed down for the
last time. It was later used as a storehouse and a shop and then,
a few years ago, it was bought by the Municipality of Baza,
which undertook the work thanks to a project jointly financed
by the European Regional Development Fund.
The church has a long central nave and shrines are situated
on the north side; the great shrine, built in 1535 in a late-Gothic
style, contains the tombs of the Enríquez-Luna family. The apse
has an octagonal form with external buttresses and is covered
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Photo 1: The
external masonry
walls at the
start of the
intervention.

1

by a gothic vaulted roof in the form of a cross. The central nave,
on the other hand, has a barrel vaulted roof that runs up to the
choir area with upper lunettes sitting on arches. The sacristy
was added in 1588 and the church was finally completed in
1690.
The remains of the monastery include the monks’ cells,
the refectory and some of the Renaissance style arches from
the cloister designed in 1554 by Juan García de Gibaja. In the
Southern part a second cloister was built of which today there
is no trace, as well as the storehouses for the monastery, a
cellar and a windmill.

Consolidation work
After years of neglect, the entire structure of the complex, and
of the church in particular, was severely damaged. Upgrading
work started to consolidate the structure of the building.
Because of the gravity of the cracks and the consolidation
work to be carried out, the designer engineer and main
contractor contacted Mapei Technical Services for their support
in order to rely on the company’s cutting-edge products
and systems, as well as their vast experience in renovating
architectural works and consolidating masonry structures.
The site survey carried out by Mapei Technical Services
revealed a series of problems caused mainly by the long
period of general neglect of the church and the progressive
worsening of the damage over the years. The main critical areas
highlighted were the consolidation of the crossshaped vaulted
roof and the renovation work required for the masonry.
The intervention started with a careful, thorough clean,
followed by patching the decorative features and elements,
consolidation work on both the vaulted roof and the stone
walls, replacing missing stone from the masonry and then
pointing the stone used to build the walls.

2

Photo 2:
The same walls
after being
consolidated with
MAPEROD G and
MAPE-ANTIQUE I
and repaired with
MAPE-ANTIQUE
STRUTTURALE
NHL mortar.

Consolidation and strengthening the cross-shaped vaulted
roof (extrados)
After cleaning and removing the damaged decorative
elements, Mapei technicians recommended anchoring the
perimeter walls to the vaulted roof with MAPEWRAP G FIOCCO
glass fibre cords impregnated with MAPEWRAP 21 twocomponent, super-fluid epoxy resin. 				
MAPE-ANTIQUE I lime and Eco-Pozzolan-based, hydraulic
binder was then applied by injection to seal the cracks, gaps
and cavities and consolidate the structure.
PLANITOP HDM RESTAURO two-component, pre-blended
mortar was then applied in combination with MAPEGRID G
220 alkali-resistant, primed glass fibre mesh to structurally
strengthen the surface of the vaulted roof.
“Patching” the decorative strips under the cross-shaped
vaulted roof
After cleaning and removing the most badly damaged
elements, the decorative strips running along the entire length
of the vaulted roof were uneven and cracked.
It was decided to intervene by injecting MAPE-ANTIQUE I
binder to repair the cracks and improve their tensile strength.
MAPEROD G pultruded glass fibre bars, characterised by their
high tensile strength, were inserted in holes to join and tie the
strips together.
Consolidation and strengthening the cross-shaped vaulted
roof (internal face)
After removing the damaged areas of the cross-shaped vaulted
roof and cleaning the substrates, holes were drilled in the
surface to position MAPEROD G bars and MAPE-ANTIQUE I
binder. After this intervention, the cracks and surface of the
vaulted roof were repaired by applying MAPEGRID G 220
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3

Photo 3 & 4:
The MAPEWRAP
System was used
to consolidate and
strengthen the
extrados of the
cross-shaped vaulted
roof.

4

glass fibre mesh directly on an even layer of PLANITOP HDM
RESTAURO. Thanks to its high content of synthetic resins, this
mortar has excellent adhesion and, once hardened, forms
a tough, compact layer which is impermeable to water but
permeable to vapour.
Repairs to the internal and external masonry walls
This intervention commenced with the removal of the old, loose
stones and a thorough clean of the walls. After drilling holes
for the MAPEROD G pultruded bars and the MAPE-ANTIQUE I
binder to consolidate the vertical surfaces, the next phase was
to replace the damaged or missing stones and to consolidate
and point the existing stones, again with MAPE-ANTIQUE I.
To repair the render on the walls, it was recommended to
apply MAPE-ANTIQUE STRUTTURALE NHL high-performance,
transpirant, cement-free mortar for render and masonry work,
made from natural hydraulic lime and Eco-Pozzolan. This
product is particularly recommended for making “reinforced”
and installation mortars.
Apart from the interventions
above, the entire vaulted roof system
was repaired and consolidated. This
included the vaults over the shrines
running along the side of the church,
the apse, the transept and the belltower. The floors were rebuilt and new
lighting and fire-prevention systems
were also installed.
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5

Photo 5:
The surface of the
cross-shaped vaulted
roof was repaired
with PLANITOP HDM
RESTAURO.

Article source: Realtà Mapei International no. 61/2016
For more information, email mapei@mapei.com.sg.
Mapei Products
Consolidating masonry walls and plaster: Mape-Antique
Strutturale NHL
Strengthening stone walls: Planitop HDM Restauro + Mapegrid
G 220, Mape- Antique I, Maperod G, MapeWrap G Fiocco,
MapeWrap 21

PROJECT DATA
Project: San Jerónimo Church
Location: Baza-Granada, Spain
Period of Construction: 1535-1690
Period of the Mapei Intervention: November
2014-August 2015
Intervention by Mapei: supplying products for
strengthening the walls and for consolidating masonry walls
and plasters
Client: Luis Miguel Carranza Yáñez
Main Contractor: Construcciones Otero
Main Distributor: Histamar
Mapei Co-Ordinator: Alfonso Carrasco, Mapei Spain

THE EUROPEAN
DESTINATION
FOR THE GLOBAL
AV INDUSTRY
Building the Intelligent
Homes and Cities of the Future
Experience Smart Building
technology and solutions
at ISE 2018

MAKE A SMART CHOICE:

• Smart Building Conference on February 5th
• Keynote with leading architect Carlo Ratti
• Smart Building Guided Tours
• Dedicated Smart Building hall

REGISTER
NOW!

LANDSCAPING

Water Features

Dubai Water Canal makes a
splash with its water features
Photo: © Magical Production LLC

Magical Water Fountains has created a spectacular waterfall system for the
Dubai Water Canal.

D

ubai is the city with the most intense worldwide
urban development. Launched in 2003, Magical Water
Fountains is creating unique and customised water
features and Multimedia Shows all around the world with
sister/partner company Crystal Group.
The company group is around 150 people from
Design, Engineering & Manufacturing departments. Most
of the components are developed and produced inside the
companies. Installation, programming and maintenance of
fountains is also part of the structure.
With offices in Hong Kong, Paris, Brussels and Dubai, the
company is involved in amazing projects on the four continents
for prestigious clients.
Several water shows are now performing in China, Egypt,
Kazakhstan, Saudi Arabia, Oman, Pakistan, Vietnam, Hong
Kong and Russia.
The company’s latest project in chronological order – the
iconic Dubai Water Canal – was inaugurated on 9 November

One of the four Underwater Pumps stations, with 20 MW/WELL 18.5 Kw
located at bottom of canal. Photo: © Magical Production LLC
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2016. A USD 550 Million project, the 2.9 kilometres long Canal,
linking Business Bay to the Arabic Gulf, is crossed by 12 metre
high bridges.
One of the main visual attractions of the complex is the
giant 160 metres water feature of the Sheikh Zayed Dubai, a
technical marvel designed, engineered, manufactured and
installed by water features experts Magical Water Fountains
that turns at night the bridge into a waterfall shining with the
eye-catching magic of dynamic colour lighting, delivered by
240 Led projectors FC.
Philippe Aerts, CEO of Magical Water Fountains, said: “The
goal was to create a water feature that put the Sheikh Zayed
bridge in a scale never imagined before. The client request was
to display a unique waterfall system not existing anywhere
else in the world. At night, the bridge is starting an amazing
illumination with smooth colours chosen by Road & Transport
Authority will be used maybe to display some patterns during
events.”

Installation of the Steel supports for pipes & nozzles waterfalls at
the Sheikh Zayed bridge edge. Photo: © Magical Production LLC

Water Features

LANDSCAPING

Water displays adorn National Museum
of African American History and Culture Smithsonian Institution
CMS Collaborative was commissioned to design the water displays for the new
National Museum of African American History and Culture - Smithsonian Institution.

Water display
at The National
Museum of
African American
History and
Culture. Photo:
© GGN

T

he two unique water displays for this landmark project
create a significant contribution to the experience of the
new museum and its grounds. At the south entrance of
the building is a long arching feature that juxtaposes rushing
water abutting a calm reflecting pool, producing opposite
but complimentary expressions of texture.
The Oculus is located within the Contemplative Court
inside the museum. It is a simple, below-grade interior space,
the centerpiece of which is a circular waterfall dropping about
30 feet from the ceiling into a square pool. A 45 foot diameter
glass structure outside at ground level is centered over the
waterfall and allows natural light into the space below.
Contemplative Fountain at The National Museum of African
American History and Culture. Photo: © GGN

PROJECT DATA
Project: National Museum of African American History and Culture - Smithsonian Institution
Location: Washington, DC, USA
Client: Gustafson Guthrie Nichol Ltd
Water feature consultant: CMS Collaborative, Inc.
CMS project manager: Tom Mallonee, President			
Estimated water feature M+E: US$700,000
Completion date: 2016
Photos: © Gustafson Guthrie Nichol Ltd
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Land Expressions – Creating beautiful
water features for landscapes

L

and Expressions is a team of landscape architects, designers, artists, craftsmen and construction managers, headquartered
in Spokane Washington. Since 1987, the company has been envisioning and building exceptional outdoor living and
entertainment spaces for discerning homeowners, commercial building owners, developers, and creators of public space
throughout the western states and Japan. Here are two of the company’s many notable projects.

Microsoft Campus – Augusta Center
Location: Redmond, Washington
As Microsoft grew, it was understood in the corporate culture
the importance of providing a relaxing setting for everyone
on their hardworking teams. The soothing sound and sight of
moving water was used for the tranquility it provides and as
their unifying campus theme. The team at Land Expressions
was brought in to design and build multiple water features as
the company increased its footprint in Puget Sound. For the
Augusta campus, an outdoor patio and water feature was built
over a parking garage. Structural foam was used to reduce
weight of the feature, which was designed to mute the noise of
nearby air handling units and traffic.

Snake River Landing – A 450 acre mixed-use
development connecting with the river
Location: Idaho Falls, Idaho
Centerpiece to the award winning Snake River Landing,
a mixed-use development, this mile long stream with four
acres of ponds is the focus of walking paths and recreational
green space for the community.
Land Expressions was contracted by Ball Ventures, a real
estate investment firm, to install the extensive cascading
water feature. One thousand tons of native basalt was used
to create weirs and pools down the river-like bed. A vertical
turbine pump, manufactured by SyncroFlo, dispenses 4,300
gallons per minute and provides water to three discharge
points. Incredibly, the project was completed in just one
construction season.
“Our relationship with Land Expressions on the Snake
River Landing Project in Idaho Falls was outstanding and their work exceeded our expectations. Their attention to detail,
knowledgeable staff and innovative problem solving has gained my confidence in their specialty field of water feature construction.
The value, quality and their attention to detail are unequalled,” said Terry W. Bybee, TW Bybee Construction Consulting.
PROJECT DETAILS:
• Vertical turbine pump – 4,300 gallons per minute
• Installed 1000 tons of native slabs and field stone
• 3.3 acre lake and 3 ponds
• 1 mile of stream
• Unusual 16 outlet weir
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ADVERTORIAL

R+T Asia 2018 Immersion
R+T Asia is an annual international trade show focused on the business-to-business
market for roller shutters, doors/gates, windows, and sun protection systems.
Shanghai’s New International Expo Centre (SNIEC) will again host the event on March
20-22, 2018. This is a great opportunity to attend seminars and events on the latest
trends and developments in the Asia Pacific region and globally.
Last year, exhibitor satisfaction of the quality of visitors was remarkably high, as
the number of international decision-makers also increased. The 2018 show is set to
be the biggest one yet, with over 500 exhibitors expected from all over the world,
occupying more than 50,000 square metres of exhibition space.
Many attendees come to R+T conferences to learn, meet with business partners,
and meet industry leaders. These educational opportunities serve as a perfect
interaction between the two markets; where East meets West.
Concurrent events, such as the Cadex International Architecture & Design Show,
the InnovAction awards, the International Window and Door Summit, and the special
Materia exhibition, increase the profile of the show. These events attract many retailers,
mass distributors, and manufacturers. In addition to these primary visitors, a growing
number of architects and interior designers are also attending the show to get insights
on all the new trends and products.
Do not miss R+T Asia 2018!

Significant Asia
Asia, home to some of the
most powerful markets, has
experienced tremendous economic growth in recent years. This is mainly due
to the region’s massive population, its resources, its strategic location, and its
expanding infrastructure. Due to its aggressive growth, the Asia-Pacific region
will account for two-thirds of the world’s middle class by 2030.
Strategically placed Shanghai is currently seen as the hottest and most
vibrant market in the world, moving fast and focused on economic quality.
Many Western producers of sun protection systems, roller shutters, and
entry and garage doors believe that there is no space for their products in China, which is seen as “the world’s largest factory.” However, as
the number of urban middle-class customers grows, so does their purchasing capacity and their interest in quality products.
R +T Asia itself is widely regarded as the best purchasing platform in the Asia Pacific region because it provides abundant opportunities
for effective networking and information sharing.

Hosted Buyer Programme 2018
R+T Asia’s Hosted Buyer programme returns again this year as a special service
for the elite of the industry. This is a great opportunity for buyers because it
saves a great deal of time, facilitates face-to-face meetings with suppliers, and
enhances your international purchasing negotiations.
Hosted Buyers receive complimentary hotel accommodations, prescheduled
meetings with desired exhibitors, and VIP access to the fair.
To become selected as a Hosted Buyer, you must apply directly. More
information regarding terms and conditions of the programme can be found
at show’s website http://rtasia.org

ARCHITECTURE

Application Feature

Lysaght Spandek®
Trapezoidal Steel Cladding

I

n the hands of capable architects and building designers, simple straight lines have the power to transform even the most basic
structures into architectural works of art. They guide our eyes to give the perception of length and distance. When raised, in
a form that is ridged or corrugated, they divide flat surfaces to create angles, cast shadows and add texture to spaces. More
importantly, lines are beautifully versatile, allowing designers to achieve elegant contemporary looks or bold industrial styles.
Whatever the desired vision, one thing is certain, they project an undeniable sense of strength and fortitude, and it is for this
reason, that BlueScope Lysaght often comes to mind whenever designers decide to employ the beauty and power of lines in their
architectural projects. 									
The true strength of BlueScope Lysaght lies in its technological superiority. With innovation
being the driving force behind every product, the company’s goal to create a lined or
corrugated profile goes beyond meeting conventional standards. The company’s engineers
have tapped into deep expertise in order to achieve a roofing and walling profile that
brings together the best in aesthetics, functionality, durability and practicality. The
result after years of arduous testing and relentless engineering is the now popular Lysaght
Spandek®.
As a corrugated roof and wall cladding, Lysaght Spandek® is unparalleled when compared to others commonly
seen in the market. Here are the many innovative advantages that set it far apart from the rest:

Beauty that extends far
Specially designed to permit wider purlin spacing, and requiring fewer fasteners, Lysaght Spandek® profile is the ideal solution
for building designs that aim to achieve long spans of beautiful-looking claddings adorned by bold and distinctive ribs.

Distinctive trapezoidal ribs
Boldly lined by its symmetrical trapezoidal ribs, the Lysaght Spandek® profile is prominent and captivating, and imparts an
immediate impression of modernity to any structure or building. Architects who are working on sleek, progressive designs need
only to incorporate this superbly shaped profile to achieve the desired effect.

Design meets practicality
Apart from the aesthetic benefit of the distinctive trapezoidal ribs that line the Lysaght Spandek® profiles, they also serve a
practical function for the claddings by channelling rain away more efficiently, as well as aiding the flow of run-offs that help to
“self-clean” the surfaces from environmental elements.

As tough as it looks
BlueScope is the leading company specialising in steel-based building materials. The Lysaght Spandek® profiles were created from
ZINCALUME® steel for its unmatched combination of strength, rigidity, lightness and superior corrosion resistance – qualities that
we know are important to both architects and builders.

Colours that make an impression
Great colours define the look of buildings and structures. Lysaght Spandek® profiles are made using COLORBOND® steel which
offers the designers the most impressive range of tones and hues to choose from. The colours are made using BlueScope’s highly
acclaimed steel coating technology. This provides excellent durability against weathering and paint delamination, ensuring longlasting colour stability and aesthetic beauty.

Curved to enhance design freedom
To further expand the design options that architects can have with Lysaght Spandek® profiles, BlueScope Lysaght also offers the
profiles in crimped curved shapes. These cladding dramatically increases versatility while enabling refreshing new designs that
employ curves and contours for a more fluid, organic appearance.
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More economical for more applications
One of BlueScope Lysaght’s main goals when creating Lysaght Spandek® is to achieve high cost savings for its end users. So it
comes as no surprise that the profile has so many features that make it a financially sensible choice. For instance, it requires less
supporting framework for fasciae, parapets and roofs. Installation is also made simpler and less labour intensive. Even flashings
and cappings have been reduced or eliminated in certain conditions. And being suitable for long spans, less cladding material is
necessary to cover an intended space.

Fit for the world’s biggest names: Caterpillar and 3M
Global organisations understand that their buildings are a reflection of their market leadership and uncompromising standards. It
is little wonder that Lysaght® Spandek® is the preferred choice for construction of Caterpillar’s factory and 3M’s Innovation Centre.
By incorporating the profile into the awe-inspiring designs, these statement-making structures reinforce the organisation image
and leaves an indelible impression on the corporate world.		
Being versatile, economical and aesthetically pleasing, Lysaght Spandek® proves to be equally popular for homes and public
buildings, where the profile is used for many applications besides roofing and external wall claddings, such as fasciae, feature
walls, internal ceilings and soffits.
Examples of such locations include:
• 3M Innovation Centre
• A&A at Ngee Ann Polytechnic
• Industrial Terrace Factory, Woodlands Industrial Estate 1
• Showa Denko
• Church of Saints Peter and Paul
• Caterpillar Factory
• CHIJ, Burghley Drive
• Residential Project, Medway Drive
• Covered Walkways, Tampines Ave 5 & Ang Mo Kio
• ABC Brickworks Market & Food Centre
• Bethesda Church, Bedok

3M Innovation Centre
1

Lysaght Spandek®: FACTS AT A GLANCE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trapezoidal ribs can be run vertically or horizontally
Conforms to international building codes and
standards
Simple, low cost fixing
Excellent for roofing, walling and fencing
Excellent wind resistance
All-weather performance
Lightweight yet strong
First-class resistance against corrosion, discolouration
and tropical dirt staining
Genuine material warranty
Genuine product certification

Caterpillar Factory
2

Church of Saints Peter and Paul

Photos 1 & 2: A&A at Ngee Ann Polytechnic

Your design visions deserve the most beautiful, innovative and cost effective solution. So select none other than Lysaght Spandek®.
Ask for custom-cut lengths to suit your requirements. For more information, contact NS BlueScope Lysaght Singapore Pte Ltd at
tel +65 6264 1577 or visit www.lysaght.com.sg.
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Bona colours specified for
Schiphol airport
Text & Photos by Bona UK

B

ona has supplied lacquers for
the wooden floors at Schiphol
since the early 1990s. At first
Bona Mega was used, but in 2000 the
specification was changed to Bona
Traffic IP.
When Bona introduced Bona
Traffic HD in 2012, the company
invited Mr M Stillebroer (who at
the time was the Facility Supervisor
at the airport) to visit their factory
in Malmo, Sweden. The Bona team
explained the differences between
Traffic IP and new Traffic HD and,
together with Mr Stillebroer, worked
out a new specification for the
renovation of the airport’s floors.
Traffic HD has a faster drying time
and an even greater wear resistance
than Traffic IP - which was already
meeting the high demands at Schiphol.
As Schiphol was a growing international airport which was expecting to welcome 63,000,000 passengers in 2016, it was
important to have the best possible protection on the floors. Bona Traffic was therefore specified for all the wooden floors before
and after passport control (approximately 18,000 square metres) and also for some customised furniture and wall panels.
In addition to the airport’s requirement for a fast drying time and high wear resistance, it also needed a lacquer that offered
fire resistance and was easy to use. Bona Traffic HD was able to satisfy both these additional requirements.

New challenge
At the end of 2013 the airport team presented
Bona with another challenge. They wanted to
renovate the floors in the Holland Boulevard area
using different shades of 21 colours! Bona’s R & D
and product management departments started
to research ingredients and to develop a lacquer
formulation which would satisfy the needs of
the architect but would also create a system that
was easy for the contractors to work with. After
several meetings with the Bona Benelux team and
reviewing more than 50 colour samples, the quality
of the formulation was approved and a decision was
made over the final colours.
For more information, contact Bona Far East &
Pacific Pte Ltd at tel (+65) 6377 1158, email info.
apac@bona.com or visit www.bona.com.
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Air-Conditioning Systems

– A Hot Topic for Building Owners
Selecting an air-conditioning system for your home or office is an important decision whether you are a
homeowner or an organisation. It is a huge investment and most importantly it should contribute to the
comfort of the building’s occupants. Although there are different air-conditioning systems for residential
and commercial applications, the basic factors for choosing the right system for your needs are energy
costs savings, indoor air quality, maintenance issues and now smart solutions. In this special issue of HVAC
(Air-Conditioning Systems), we talk to air-con companies to get their expert views and opinions.

An Interview with Kaer
Dave Mackerness, Director, Business Development, Kaer, shares his views.
Photos supplied by Kaer

Q: How does your range of air-conditioning systems differ from the other air-con
systems available in the market?
A: Our system is different because it’s not a system at all but a service. Air Conditioning as a Service
allows building owners, developers and users to outsource responsibility for their air-con climate to
Kaer and we are the largest and fastest growing ACaaS provider in the world. Today we all subscribe
to services like music, TV shows, entertainment and transport, and pay only for what we use. Our
model is no different from this. Our customers buy air-con from us by paying a fixed single rate for
how much they have consumed. They do not have to pay for the capital cost of the plant, monitoring,
repairs, maintenance, electricity and all other costs associated with the chiller plant system. We
take the responsibility of buying and operating the plant, and reducing energy consumption from
building owners. We take on all future costs related to operations and maintenance.
ACaaS was first seen in 2013 and is an example of the familiar concept of servitization. Rolls Royce famously no longer
supplies jet engines but provides airline operators with ‘power by the hour’ – a phrase it coined over 50 years ago. This is a winwin business model. Building owners can reduce their electricity costs, staff to other activities and concentrate on their core
business activities. We are doing what we do best: increasing energy efficiency by offering air con as a service and ensuring
the system is always operating at its most efficient through constant monitoring and appropriate, well-timed maintenance.

Q: Air-conditioning units are offering greener cooling solutions. What are some of the technical
innovations or energy-saving technologies that have made air-conditioners greener than before?
A: Kaer is committed to protecting the environment by leveraging on green principles to design the most energy efficient air-con
system. For a new project or to replace an old system, Kaer will undertake an in-depth study to understand the exact mix and
usage of the development so as to propose a bespoke system for the intended application without any overdesign in terms of load
capacity. 			
Besides helping building owners reduce capital expenditure and recurring maintenance costs, we also undertake
the responsibility of monitoring and controlling the indoor climate to maximise energy efficiency of the buildings, thus
ensuring that the air con system is green and environmentally sustainable. Energy consumption of air-conditioning
systems change all the time. For example, if the number of occupants in a building increases, or if the weather changes, or
if there is a change of tenant mix from retail shops to F&B outlets, the energy used to provide more cold air is greater.
We use a real time building monitoring and control system to monitor, measure and track the energy efficiency of the chiller
plants. The system has a control module that allows engineers to operate the chiller plant remotely and take any preventive
measures necessary to ensure that comfort and efficiency targets are achieved.
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There is also an automation module that
uses a powerful analytics programme to evaluate
external factors like weather conditions and heat
load. Thereafter the module will automatically
adjust the variables (variable speed drives, set points
etc.) to an optimal green level. Building owners can
also use the data collected from the monitoring tools
for submission towards Green Mark certification.

Q: Besides being greener, air-cons are also
becoming ‘smarter’. Can you explain to us
what is meant by a smart air-conditioning
system?
A: To us, a smart air-con system is one that adapts
automatically and modifies output that fit the
surrounding and thus can provide an optimum
level of comfort while at the same time is green and
environmentally sustainable. In this regard, we have Kaer Water Plant at Chinatown Point in Singapore. Photo: © Kaer
our own patented K-RealTime building monitoring
and control system to monitor, measure and track the energy efficiency of the chiller plants. K-RealTime consists of highly accurate
sensors and meters and runs the data through a cloud-based platform. The data is hosted on secure Kaer servers and engineers
can view the data and make decisions around operating parameters, in real time 24/7, on an interactive user interface that can be
accessed on a PC, iPad and smartphone.
K-RealTime has a control module that allows engineers to operate the chiller plant remotely and take any preventive
measures necessary to ensure that comfort and efficiency targets are achieved. K-RealTime also has an automation
module that uses a powerful analytics programme to evaluate external factors like weather conditions and heat
load. Thereafter the module will automatically adjust the variables (variable speed drives, set points etc.) to an optimum
level. In a testament to the accuracy of the smart technology of K-RealTime, Singapore’s Building and Construction
Authority (BCA) and National Environment Agency (NEA) recognise the data collected for Green Mark certification.

Q: What are the common air-conditioning problems developers face?
A: Perhaps the most common problem facing developers is the fact that the landscape surrounding air-conditioning is constantly
changing. Energy prices, equipment costs, occupancy and usage of buildings, environmental legislation and certification.
This means that running an efficient system requires huge investments in terms of time as well as money. You need to invest
in the people and the tools to run an air-con system which detracts from the time and money you can spend on running
the business. Building developers like certainty which is why the outsourcing model is perfectly suited to their needs. All
problems related to air-conditioning are no longer ‘their’ problem. ACaaS removes this and places it on a specialist third party.

Q: What steps must developers and building
owners take to maintain good Indoor Air
Quality (IAQ) within the building?
A: There is no single solution that will guarantee
good IAQ. The first step is to measure and identify
the gaps between the IAQ you have and the IAQ you
want. Once you have done this, you need a holistic
approach to improve your IAQ which is heavily
influenced by the air-conditioning system and
controls as well as the fixtures and fittings in the space.

Q: What are the key maintenance issues
associated with air-cons?
A: The standard maintenance issues are fairly
well defined. The chiller plant equipment and
the Air-Side System requires regular checking
and ongoing repairs, some of which can be fairly
Kaer Water Plant at Orchard Towers in Singapore. Photo: © Kaer
major (e.g. a chiller plant overhaul). Currently
most maintenance protocols focus on ensuring the system can provide cool air to the buildings and at Kaer we now include
performance metrics in our S&M protocols to ensure that in addition to running reliably, the system also runs at optimal efficiency.
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An Interview with Samsung Electronics
(Southeast Asia & Oceania)
Mr Derrick Lau, Head of Air Conditioning Business, Southeast Asia & Oceania., shares
his views.
Photos supplied by Samsung Electronics (Southeast Asia & Oceania)

Q: How does your range of air-conditioning systems differ from the other air-con
systems available in the market?
A: Samsung’s product offerings are differentiated by innovation that addresses what our customers
need and want. Guided by our vision to inspire the world and create the future with innovative
technology, we seek to push the limits of what technology can do; and also add design to make our
innovation more relevant to everybody’s lives. In other words, we try to develop products that have
a purpose, bring value by making technology more natural and intuitive, and are differentiated by
innovation.
This is evidenced by how well received our air-conditioning products have been. Since Samsung
entered the Southeast Asia B2B air conditioner market in 2011, we have increased our annual revenue about 1.5 times each year,
growing approximately 35 percent year-over-year in 2017.
For instance, Samsung’s 360 Cassette has been doing very well in the Southeast Asia B2B market, with several supply contracts
for the innovative air conditioner secured across the region. The 360 Cassette was developed as a new type of air conditioner,
entirely different from conventional air conditioners, with a circular, cutting-edge design that harmonizes with air spaces and
enables even distribution of air in a complete 360-degree angle. Its customisable design option allows the product to suit users’
different tastes and preferences.

Q: Air-conditioning units are offering greener cooling solutions. What are some of the technical innovations
or energy-saving technologies that have made air-conditioners greener than before?
A: Samsung is committed to helping consumers achieve greater energy conservation with our sustainability-centric, eco-friendly
innovations. To do so, we place efficiency at the core of our air conditioning products, guiding inventive product design and
innovation to push advancements into both buildings and homes.
The DVM S 30HP, for example, is the world’s first air conditioning system to achieve 30HP^ (84kW) per unit, by including a new
Super Inverter Scroll Compressor with flash injection technology. This technology helps to improve performance, and also features
a Hybrid Heat Exchanger to increase the heat exchange area while optimizing refrigerant control, thereby improving efficiency.
Additionally, we reduced its physical size by 40 percent*, allowing more space for green roofing.
^ Based on internal benchmark studies
as at September 2015
* Compared to conventional Samsung
model.

Q: Besides being greener,
air-cons are also becoming
‘smarter’. Can you explain to us
what is meant by a smart airconditioning system?
A: A Smart air-conditioning system
should encompass two aspects – first,
built-in intelligence; and second,
ease of connectivity.
An example of built-in intelligence
is our ‘Good Sleep’ feature, available
in many of our air conditioners. The
feature automatically adjusts the
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temperature according to the rhythms of the user’s sleep, to create the ideal comfortable climate for optimal sleep. For example,
the set temperature drops by 2 degrees as the user begins his sleep cycle; and gradually rises back to the set temperature as it
approaches the wake-up time.
As for connectivity – it is the ability to connect and command at the user’s discretion. In addition to being able to control the
system using typical remote controls, our air conditioners have been designed with built-in Smart Wi-Fi, so that users are able to
immediately monitor and control the system on their smartphones via one of our free mobile Apps.

Q: What are the common air-conditioning problems developers face?
A: From our experience, developers often face the constraint of not being able to test and simulate the functional capabilities of
different designs at will, as each simulation or change will incur additional costs. This potentially leads to a compromise in design
due to insufficient simulations.
To address this constraint, Samsung provides our customers with different forms of analysis, including computational fluid
dynamics (CFD), noise and energy levels, etc, to inform and support their purchasing decisions.

Q: What steps must developers and building owners take to maintain good
Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) within the building?
A: Developers and building owners should consider air conditioning systems that have
air-purifying technology so as to help maintain good IAQ within the building.
For example, Samsung Virus Doctor is an air purifying technology that creates fresh
and healthy air by neutralizing active oxygen radicals and reducing bacteria, fungi,
and even viruses such as H1N1 in the air. The Samsung Virus Doctor is either built into
Samsung air conditioners or available as add-on modules for complex setups. It also
comes with a high-density filter which captures dust, airborne contaminants, allergens
and bacteria as they pass through. 					
The Virus Doctor also generates active hydrogen and oxygen ions, which form
Hydroperoxy radicals (HOO-). These hydroperoxy radicals react with viruses to form
harmless water vapour (H20) molecules in the air. Furthermore, the active hydrogen (H)
atoms neutralise harmful OH- radicals in the air.

Q: What are the key maintenance issues associated with air-cons?
A: Typically, the lack of regular system health checks is the precursor of air conditioner issues. System health checks are critical for
anticipating common issues such as compressor breakdowns and worn out expansion valves – which can cause leakages in pipes,
evaporators and condensers. To help users, Samsung has developed the S-Converter tool to simplify this process. It allows users to
log data from their system for analysis and rectification, ahead of time and before the issue escalates.
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Oasia
Downtown
Hotel
Singapore

IMG Worlds of Adventure
Dubai, UAE
ARCHITECTURE Shanghai Disney Resort in Pudong New District, Shanghai INTERIOR
Santa Maria Church in Minorca; Buddha Tooth Relic Temple & Museum in Singapore; and
Cyberjaya Mosque in Cyberjaya, Malaysia LANDSCAPING Water Features Special SHOW
REVIEW BEX Asia 2016 & MCE Asia 2016 PLUS Application Features, News & Building
Products (Architectural Hardware, Canopies, Shades & Awnings; Paints & Coatings,
Flooring and more…)

ARCHTECTURE San Francisco
International Airport designs
and builds new Airport Traffic
Control Tower; Seletar Airport in
Singapore builds new passenger
terminal & Benoy confirms
Heathrow Airport appointment
INTERIOR Oasia Hotel Downtown
– A new respite in Singapore;
Hotel G makes grand debut in
Singapore; Grand Hyatt Sanya
Haitang Bay Resort and Spa
opens; Landmark Four Seasons
Kyoto in Japan & The Myconian K
Hotels LANDSCAPING Fytogreen
makes St Bernards College green
and gorgeous SHOW PREVIEW
IoT Asia 2017
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Sivas Stadium

Nanyang Primary School

ARCHITECTURE Mapei solutions for tennis land in Australia; Redevelopment of the National
Football Stadium in Papua New Guinea; Colourful sports park completed in Schiedam, The
Netherlands; and The Zaha Hadid Architects’ designed stadium in Stroud, UK to be made of
wood INTERIOR Restaurants LANDSCAPING Playground Safety & Playground Equipment
(Dry) SHOW PREVIEW Cambodia Architect & Décor 2017 PLUS Product Feature on Paints
& Coatings

Liuzhou Forest City
Scan to visit
our website

Liuzhou, China
ARCHITECTURE Sustainable designs and green building practices
INTERIOR Retail designs LANDSCAPING Playground Equipment (Wet)
PLUS Special Feature on Green Roofs & Green Walls

ARCHITECTURE Sustainable designs & green buildings INTERIOR Retail store design
Playground equipment (wet) SHOW REVIEW BuildTech Yangon 2016
PLUS Product showcase on green building products

LANDSCAPING
Singapore

ARCHITECTURE
Sivas, Turkey

Singapore
ARCHITECTURE First University of Central Asia campus opens in Naryn; The new Raffles
American School campus in Iskandar, Malaysia; Asia Pacific University of Technology &
Innovation’s new campus in Technology Park Malaysia; University of Reading opens new
campus in EduCity, Iskandar INTERIOR Entertainment SHOW REVIEWS WORLDBEX 2017
& Piscine Global Asia 2017 PLUS Application Features & Ceiling Systems Special

Roman Catholic
Church of Saints
CapitaGreen
Peter & Paul
Singapore

Winners of the URA Architectural Heritage Awards 2016 announced
INTERIOR SUTRIX Media’s new head office in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; HOK completes
interior of a new training centre for Taikang Life Insurance Group in Beijing, China INTERVIEW
An interview with Rowan Tan, Managing Director of dormakaba SHOW REVIEWS ArchXpo
2016 & BuildTech Asia 2016 SHOW PREVIEW WORLDBEX 2017 PLUS Application Features
& Architectural Building Products
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An Interview with
Architects

Here, we ask two architects their views on how they specify
and design and air-con system for a project, the role of aircon in green buildings and air-con trends in the future.

Firm: RSP Architects Planners
& Engineers (Pte) Ltd
Architect: Michael Tan Soon
Heng
Designation: Senior Architect
Location: Singapore

Firm: ATKINS
Architect: Jason Hutchings
Designation: Senior Design
Director for Architecture
Location: Hong Kong

Q: How do architects specify an air-conditioning
system for a building project?
A: In Singapore, depending on the Green Mark rating required

Q: How do architects specify an air-conditioning
system for a building project?
A: Typically architects do not specify the system. Rather the

for the building project, architects will work closely with the
M&E engineers and ESD consultants for them to design &
propose the suitable air-conditioning system with the required
efficiency. Factors such as building types / uses, availability
of roof / equipment spaces will also affect the type of airconditioning system (split unit / VRF / chillers) to be adopted.

client specifies a building performance, and the MEP consultant
specifies the system. Architects ensure space-proofing for the
chosen system, and may have an influence in this choice, if
responsible for LEED/HKBeam accreditation, or other design
requirements.
In some circumstances, the requirement for naturally
ventilated design, negates or minimises the need for air-con as a
primary cooling system, but this is very unusual in Hong Kong.

Q: More and more architects prefer designing
buildings with little or no-conditioning. How will be
this affect the air-conditioning industry?
A: Passive design strategies to ensure good thermal comfort
should always be a rule of thumb and priority when it comes to
building design to ensure long-term sustainability. Depending
on context (country/climate), the trend towards less reliance
on air-conditioning will need to commensurate the use of
space / building types. For commercial buildings like offices
/ hotels / shopping malls, it is not possible to eliminate airconditioning totally. It comes down to the prudent application
and how to minimise reliance on air-conditioning for common
spaces / areas. The key for air-conditioning industry is for them
to constantly innovate and go beyond just making current
chillers more efficient but to provide more innovative solutions
that can work with passive cooling strategies.

Q: How is air-conditioning going to shape architecture
in the next 3 years?
A: With air-conditioning still a viable option/solution, we
will continue to see glass-cladded commercial buildings
which is effectively not the most appropriate typology in the
tropics but has been adopted for its sleek and modernistic
appearance. If the air-conditioning industry is able to offer
alternative solutions with much less energy consumption
& spatial requirements, then we may be able to start to see
a change in architectural typology and expression to address
the hot and humid conditions in the tropics.
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Q: More and more architects prefer designing
buildings with little or no-conditioning. How will be
this affect the air-conditioning industry?
A: We do not “prefer to design with little or no air-conditioning”.
However, we are conscious of energy use and sustainability,
which affects our choice and recommendation of systems,
such as the preference for air-con systems incorporating an
energy recovery wheel.
Ultimately, the building performance and resilience to
climate is the responsibility of the architect. In this sub-tropical
region, unless our clients have very particular aspirations (such
as zero-carbon design), it is very unlikely that buildings well
feature minimal or no air-conditioning.

Q: How is air-conditioning going to shape architecture
in the next 3 years?
A: Clients are typically looking for greater improvements in :

•
•
•
•
•

Energy efficiency (energy recovery and scalable use)
Flexibility (especially in commercial applications)
Control (that is user friendly or artificially intelligent
integrated building control systems)
Air Quality (condition of air is now not simply temperature
and humidity)
Equipment size (Although plant rooms in Hong Kong are
GFA exempt, design flexibility in very constrained sites
can be an issue)

9 & 10 November 2017
Singapore EXPO Convention
and Exhibition Centre

The breadth and depth of the skyrise greenery movement have grown over time across cities. Elevated building platforms,
gaps, corners, roofs and even underground spaces have become new planes for land-scarce cities like Singapore. With this
evolving symbiotic relationship between cities and nature, a diversity of landscape typologies has emerged to meet a range
of community objectives.
The fourth edition of the International Skyrise Greenery Conference (ISGC) continues to deepen the conversation of
skyrise greenery. It will focus on the topics of resilience, new levels of greening and integrating social needs into urban
infrastructure. The conference also offers an open platform to draw lessons from the challenges nature presents – shaping
intents, outcomes and even the bottom line of greening projects. Scheduled for 9 & 10 November at the Singapore EXPO
Convention and Exhibition Centre, ISGC 2017 is the key skyrise greenery conference that you do not want to miss!
ISGC 2017 will be held alongside GreenUrbanScape Asia 2017, an international exhibition on landscape, leisure, greenery
design, construction and technology, to be held on 9 – 11 November 2017.

EARLY BIRD EXTENDED!

Why You Should Participate

SAVE UP TO SGD 150
when you register by
31 August 2017!

Conference Rates
Hear from over
25 WorldRenowned
Industry Speakers

Be Updated on
Key Industry
Trends in Asia in
Just 2 Days

Meet the Right
People through
our Business
Matching Service

Develop Business
Opportunities and
Partnerships

Explore WorldLeading Skyrise
Greenery Projects
in Singapore

Contact the International Skyrise Greenery Conference 2017 Team
Registration

Supporting
Associations
Media

Goh Fang Wei, Conference Management
+65 6403 2550 (DID) • +65 9387 6922 (Mobile)
fangwei.goh@singex.com
Wong Si Ying, Association Management
+65 6403 2535 (DID) • +65 9773 2425 (Mobile)
siying.wong@singex.com
Wu Jiayi, Manager
+65 6403 2203 (DID) • +65 9066 7957 (Mobile)
jiayi.wu@singex.com

Early Bird Rate Standard Rate
(till 31 Aug 2017)

(01 Sep 2017 onwards)

Individual Pass

SGD 700

SGD 850

Group Rate

SGD 650

SGD 800

(min. 5 pax)

Supporting
Organisation

Discounted rates applicable

Student Pass

SGD 350

One-Day Pass

SGD 500

Technical Tour

SGD 150

Refer to our website for list of supporting organisations.
All rates will be subjected to prevailing government
and service taxes.

Register now at www.greenurbanscapeasia.com
Organised by

Supporting Associations

Held alongside

#ISGC2017
Supported by

Held in
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BEX Asia 2017 and MCE Asia 2017

12-14 Sept 2017
Marina Bay Sands
Singapore

BEX and MCE Asia 2017 brings global
showcase of innovations from the region’s
green building and construction community
under one big roof

B

uild Eco Xpo (BEX) Asia, Southeast
Asia’s leading trade exhibition for
the green building market, kicked off
at Marina Bay Sands Expo and Convention
Centre from 12-14 September 2017.
Visitors from more than 50 countries
attended the exhibition to get a first-hand
look at the latest innovations and insights
in the Asian green building, HVAC-R, water,
energy and heating industries. There
were also seven pavilions representing
countries, government bodies and trade
associations from Singapore and overseas
at the exhibition. They are:

•

•

•
•
•
•

Building and Construction Authority
(BCA) / Singapore Green Building
Council (SGBC) / Housing Development
Board (HDB)
China le d by China Chamber of
Commerce for Import and Export of
Machinery and Electronic Products
(CCCME) and China Council for the
Promotion of International Trade
(CC P I T ) E m b a s s y o f K i n g d o m o f
Netherlands
High Commission of Canada
The Taiwan Plastics Industry Association
(TPIA)
The Taiwan Metal Industry Association
(TMIA)
Singapore (largest pavilion to date for
BEX Asia & MCE Asia, led by Specialists
Trade Alliance of Singapore (STAS)

BEX Asia 2017 was co-located with Mostra
Convegno Expocomfort (MCE) Asia, the
region’s leading trade exhibition for energyefficient solutions that power industrial,
commercial and residential buildings.
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Photo: © Reed Exhibitions

Both BEX and MCE Asia 2017 were the key anchor trade exhibitions of Singapore
Green Building Week (SGBW). The SGBW hosted a wide variety of events to galvanise
the community to act on sustainability, reaching out to international green building
experts, policymakers, academics, built environment practitioners, end-users, as well
as members of the public and students.
The BEX and MCE Asia exhibitions showcased the latest green building and
energy-efficient technologies, providing visitors with a broad view of the vast array of
solutions driving meaningful change in Asia. A key theme throughout the exhibition
were smart devices that promise to power next-generation homes, offices and buildings.
From smart lighting to data-driven energy management solutions, visitors were spoilt
for choice by the latest innovations on display.
BEX Asia and MCE Asia’s seminar tracks, titled Green View and Mostra Xchange
respectively, took place concurrently during the exhibitions and featured a stellar
line-up of industry experts. The Interior Design Confederation of Singapore (IDCS)
Forum saw experts discussing strategies for creating living spaces that are not only
functional and aesthetic, but sustainable too.
The International Green Building Conference (IGBC) 2017 was another key event
held alongside the exhibitions. Themed “Build Green: Be the change”, IGBC 2017
focused on the catalysts of behavioural change at the individual, interpersonal and
community levels.
For further information, visit www.bex-asia.com.
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Dexerials Singapore Pte. Ltd.
Dexerials Corporation manufactures and sells electronic components, bonding
materials, optics materials, etc. in the global market. At BEX Asia 2017, its Singapore
branch Dexerials Singapore Pte. Ltd. exhibited its Solar control window film
called Albeedo ™ .
Conventional solar control window films only shield a building’s interior from
the sun’s heat, but reflect onto the streets. But Albeedo ™ improves the thermal
environment of both inside the building and on the street by reflecting near
infrared rays upwards. 					
Albeedo ™ is an architectural window film that has special reflective layer
(which is near infrared selective) inside, independently developed to achieve
upward reflection of near infrared radiation. The layer transmits most of the
visisble light in solar radiation and selectively reflects only near infrared rays. In
addition, its saw-tooth shaped reflective layer reflects near infrared rays coming
from above in an upward direction. A resin layer that has near infrared selective Jess Lau with the showcase of Albeedo window
™
reflection layer is sandwiched between two layers of PET film. The interior side film at her booth at BEX Asia 2017.
PET film has scratch resistance and hydrophobic hard coat and the window side
of the film has a pressure sensitive adhesive. This unique feature gives interior comfort while improving the thermal environment.
“The product is revolutionary because it only blocks heat inside the building but reflects about 33 percent of infrared heat
upwards. This is mainly due to nano-printing inside the glass, which helps to keep both the interior and exterior cool,” said Jess
Lau, Senior Executive, Sales & Marketing Department, Dexerials Singapore Pte. Ltd.
Inoue laboratory researchers at Tokyo University of Science – which specialises in studying the engineering of architectural
environments – conducted a wide range of tests to verify the performance of Albeedo ™ , which reflects near infrared rays upwards.
As a result, they confirmed the excellent performance of Albeedo ™ as an architectural window film, in terms of the solar radiation
reflective and transmission properties, as well as effects on the outdoor thermal environment near glass windows.
Albeedo ™ has been used in several buildings in Japan such as Tokyo Denki University, Tokyo Senju Campus (Adachi, Tokyo);
Human Media Creation Center / Kyushu (Kitakyushu, Fukuoka) and Yokohama Red Brick Warehouse (Yokohama, Kanagawa).
For more information, visit www.dexerials.jp/en/.

Blue Ocean Thermal Insulation Materials (Nantong) Co., Ltd.
Blue Ocean Thermal Insulation Materials (Nantong) Co., Ltd. (BOTIM)
develops and produces Nano-insulating glass (Technology from
Taiwan HQ). The company has a focused and capable R&D team,
and utilises the most advanced production equipment in the world
and the business concept of a modern enterprise.
The insulating glass produced has adopted the new type of
Nano-technology, which is not only at an advanced status in the
world in terms of product quality and technological content, but
has also realised revolutionary breakthroughs in the processing
and technology of insulating glass. 				
The product features the following properties: excellent light
transmittance up to 70 percent (VLT), blocks 90 percent infra red,
heat conservation, separation of 99 percent of ultraviolet rays,
excellent optical properties, outstanding stability and safety,
acid-base resistance, anti-mold, anti-stain, anti-damping, abrasive
resistance, low glare, etc. It is also waterproof, fire retardant,
thermal shock resistant, comes in a range of colours and is free from
harmful substances such as benzophenone, so it is incomparable
Photo: © BOTIM
to Low-E glass currently available in the market. The company’s
solar films were certified by Singapore Green Building Council in September 2017.
BOTIM is devoted to the research and development of energy conservation and new types of green products and is working
to build “BOTIM” into China’s largest insulating glass brand.
“Our glass and solar film offers better low visible light reflection, low cell phone signal interference, and better heat insulation
than offline low E glass,” said Tony Tsai of BOTIM.
For more information, visit www.zirco-am.com.tw.
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Ganzhou Sentai Bamboo & Wood Co,. Ltd
Ganzhou Sentai Bamboo & Wood Co,. Ltd is a leading
manufacturer and solution provider of bamboo products,
which is located in the MOSO bamboo forest area of Chongyi,
Jiangxi Province in China. Established in 1998, the company
has a factory occupying a total area of 8,000 square metres.
Over the last 17 years, the company has received many
certificates such as the ISO9001, ISO14001, CE and FSC and
its brand ‘GREEZU’ is famous all over the world.
The company’s range of bamboo products includes
flooring, decking, indoor furniture, outdoor furniture and
structural products. More importantly, the company has
been providing bamboo product application solutions for
architects and designers around the world.
It was the company’s first time participation at BEX Asia
2017 and it came to the show to promote its bamboo products
and to look for a business partner.		
For more information, visit www.greezu.com.

The team of Ganzhou Sentai Bamboo & Wood Co,. Ltd at BEX Asia 2017.

Grässlin

Hamil Selena Co., Ltd.

Grässlin is a leading pioneer and innovator in time switch
technology and an ardent driver in the advancement of
time switches – always motivated by facilitating the work of
electricians.
At BEX Asia 2017, the company showcased its new range
of “talento smart time switches”, which were redeveloped from
scratch. “The talento smart time switches come with a mobile
app programming with tablet, smartphone and PC, which
offers electricians maximum flexibility. They can programme
time switch programmes whenever and wherever they wish or
export and customise programmes from existing installations,”
said Regina Bächle, Sales Customer Service.
Besides quick and easy programming, the talento smart time
switches offer time-saving installation, seamless configuration,
sophisticated product design, dot-matrix high resolution display
with LED background lighting. The company currently exports
about 85 percent of its products to all over the world and is now
looking at selling it to Vietnam, Singapore and Thailand.
For more information, visit www.graesslin.de.

Hamil Selena Co., Ltd., based in Gyeongnam, Korea, presented its
market leading “WORLD FOAM” at BEX Asia 2017. According to
the company, WORLD FOAM is a one component polyurethane
foam that can be applied to a variety of places, such as openings
around window frames and doors, insulation and panel
connection areas in apartments, houses and large buildings.
“WORLD FOAM is our brand polyurethane foam, for sealing
openings. Once out of the can, it starts curding in contact with
air humidity. It guarantees cracks or openings to be tightly
sealed vibration and noise from the outside,” said Hanhyuk
Jeon of Hamil Selena Co., Ltd.
In addition, WORLD FOAM is free CFC, environmentally
friendly, eliminates vibration, reduces noise and offers good
maintenance of heat and high adhesive power. It is also water,
petrol, oil, acid, solvent, microorganism and corrosion-resistant.
The company is currently looking for a distributor in
Singapore. For more information, visit www.worldfoam.com.

Regina posing with the talento smart time switches at the Grässlin
booth at BEX Asia 2017.
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Hanhyuk Jeon (right) and his colleague at their booth at BEX Asia 2017.
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Guangzhou JRace Athletic Facilities Co. Ltd.
Guangzhou JRace Athletic Facilities Co. Ltd. is a leading
manufacturer of PU Athletic Track and SPU Sport Court
Flooring under the brand names “Green Grass” SPU Sport
Court, “JRace” PU Athletic Track and “Repus” Acrylic Sport
Court Materials.
Guangzhou JRace is a high-tech company integrated
with R&D, manufacturing, marketing and installation
guide services. Since its founding in 2007, the company’s
R&D strength has grown gradually. It now offers more
diversified products, services and innovations making it
highly recognised by the industry and the Government.
The company’s business covers not only China, but also
Asia, Europe, Africa and America.
For more information, visit www.jracesport.com.

Cindy Li (left) and Amy Wu (right) at their booth at BEX Asia 2017.

Shandong Golden Sunshine
Building Materials Co., Ltd.
Shandong Golden Sunshine Building Materials
Co., Ltd., is one of the factories of Shandong Jinhu
Color Aluminum Group in China.
T h e c o m p a ny s h o w c a s e d i t s a l u m i n u m
composite panel called ‘Alushine’ at BEX Asia
2017. Alushine ACP has many applications such
as interior decoration, wall cladding, signage,
partition, etc.
It is easy to fabricate, has good weather
resistance, excellent fireproof performance (A2
grade FR ACP), outstanding colour gloss retention
and is an excellent choice for sign and digital
printing. It comes in solid and metallic series and
other colours.
For more information, visit www.alushine-acp.
com.

Photo: © Shandong Golden Sunshine Builing Materials
Co., Ltd

Soon Industrial Co Ltd
Soon Industrial Co Ltd, based in Taichung City, Taiwan, specialises in motion
system design and application. It started in 1998 and now has nearly 20
years of experience in linear actuator. Inline design is the most significant
advantage of the company’s products. It can reduce the mounting area,
protect products and can be well fitted to any space.
At BEX Asia 2017, Soon Industrial showcased its Automatic Window
Opener Linear Actuator, designed to improve the ventilation of your
building. It has a precision-machined gear, three times efficiency, weather
resistant and is made of 100 percent aluminum alloy.
“Our product works with sensors and it can be installed in many
different types of windows,” said Show Pan, General Manager, Soon
Industrial Co Ltd.
The product is suitable for commercial buildings, healthcare centres,
greenhouse, gym, restaurant, educational buildings, factory/warehouse
and residential.
For more information, visit www.soonkst.com.

Show Pan at
his booth at
BEX Asia 2017.
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Macles Sdn Bhd
Macles Sdn Bhd presented ‘ThermoCool’ at BEX Asia 2017. ThermoCool paint is a water-based, fluidapplied ceramic thermal insulation paint coating. Specially formulated for use on roofs, walls and
any practical surfaces, it can drastrically reduce heat transfer in buildings. The company’s tests have
shown that ThermoCool can lower the temperature in a house by as much as 30 percent during a
hot, sunny day. The treated surface itself is also rendered cool enough to touch, as it reflects the
solar radiation back into the atmosphere.
ThermoCool paint requires no additional primer or special additives. It applies readily on most
surfaces, dries quickly and is easily customizable for colour. You can use it for surface rehabilitation
and protection to prevent corrosion and mold on materials like wood, brick, concrete, drywall,
metal composites, tile and many others.
Apart from heat insulation, ThermoCool is also designed to resist the elements like moisture,
mildew and corrosion with its protective properties. It is ideal for residential homes, office buildings,
factories, warehouses and storage facilities, car parks, pipelines and so much more.
“ThermoCool can reduce heat temperature by 30 percent and it is environmentally friendly.
It has low VOC emission and anti-fungus and waterproofing properties,” said Cliff Liau, Marketing
Director, Macles Sdn Bhd.
ThermoCool is available in Singapore through Macles’ distributor Pacific Containers Pte Ltd.
For more information, visit www.macles.com.my.

Cliff Liau at his booth at BEX Asia
2017.

Zonling Window Films
Zonling Window Films is a world-leading window film manufacturer
founded in China. Its parent company Dalian Allied Nanotech is one of
the certified members of International Window Film Associations (IWFA).
With its advanced vacuum sputtering and precision coating facilities
and patented proprietary technologies, Zonling has led a revolutionary
transformation of the window film industry from low-end “Made in China”
products to a high-end “Intelligently Manufactured in China” products.
At BEX Asia 2017, the company showcased the Zonling High
Performance Window Films, which have been developed to offer building
owners superior solar control, UV projection and safety and privacy. One
of its key features is its Smart Micro-electron Light and Heat Separation
Technology. Jointly developed with a German laboratory, the proprietary
light and heat separation technology can filter light spectrum based
on intensity using nano-metallic layers of different optical attributes.
While satisfying normal lighting and basic energy needs, the technology
blocks excess heat to achieve optimal balance between transparency Mr AB Lim from Pacco (middle) and his colleagues at their booth
and heat insulation.
at BEX Asia 2017.
“The Zonling High Performance Window Films is energy-saving and
offers optimal heat rejection and comfort. The product is already available in Singapore,” said Chris Lim of Pacco Chemical (S) Pte Ltd.
Pacco Chemical is the distributor of Zonling Window Films in Singapore. For more information, visit www.zonling.com or www.
pacco.com.sg.

timura Holzmanufaktur GmbH
timura Holzmanufaktur GmbH, a wood manufacturer specialized in the thermal treatment of native German wood, also exhibited in
BEX Asia 2017. The company was founded in 2008 and production began in Rottleberode in the Lower Harz region in 2009.
With the founding of the company, timura Holzmanufaktur acquired the patents of Opel Therm GmbH, which had been active in
the field of wood drying for many years. This vacuum-press drying method (Vacu3) is unique among the methods for the production
of heat-treated wood, that allows timura to manufacture traditional outdoor products such as patio, façade, screening and indoor
products (solid wood flooring and 3-layer parquet) that are aesthetically beautiful, highly durable with high dimensional stability.
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timura’s patented Vacu3 drying method counts many advantages –
environmentally friendly and ecologically, produces attractive and
elegant colours, high dimensional stability, low contraction and
expansion, durability class 1 or 2, pest-resistant and is low maintenance.
Thermowood’s lower hygroscopicity reduces its wood equilibrium
moisture content and thereby guarantees long lasting protection against
wood destroying organisms such as fungi, bacteria, wood parasites and
insects.
This makes it possible to use the timura thermowood as the only
certified thermo modified application in Germany for wet indoor areas
such as bathrooms or saunas, as well as for outdoor use (terraces and
facades as well as swimming pools). Even laying over floor heating is
possible.
“Our thermowood can be used for both indoors and outdoors such
as terrace, parquet, facade and fencing. In Singapore, the product has
already been used at Gardens By The Bay,” said Matthew Lee, Business Matthew Lee at his booth at BEX Asia 2017.
Development, Boundless Resource Pte Ltd. The company is the local
partner for timura Holzmanufaktur GmbH. Boundless Resource was formed in Singapore in 2009.
For more information, visit www.timura.sg.

Changzhou Aipu Decorative Materials Co., Ltd
Changzhou Aipu Decorative Materials Co., Ltd, a manufacturer and
exporter of SPC vinyl flooring under the brand name ‘FSAP Flooring’,
exhibited at BEX Asia 2017.
FSAP SPC Flooring (Rigid Core LVP) is an upgrade and improvement
of Regular Luxury Vinyl Tiles (LVT), the main contents of SPC are natural
limestone powder, polyvinyl chloride and stabiliser which combined
by a certain ratio provides users with a very stable composite material.
SPC flooring is the new generation of floor covering. It is waterproof
and features stability, high performance, high density solid core and
indentation. It has high resistance too – it can be easily installed on
different type of floor base such as concrete, ceramic or existing
flooring. It is formaldehyde free, and a completely safe flooring
covering materials for both residential and public environment.
“FSAP is an upgrade of SPC (stone combined with polyvinyl
composite). Made of stone and polyvinyl composite (PV), it better
than vinyl. It is 100 percent completely waterproof, termite resistant
Neil Huang at his booth at BEX Asia 2017.
and fire resistant,” said Neil Huang of Changzhou Aipu Decorative
Materials Co., Ltd.
FSAP SPC Flooring can be installed in kitchen and bathroom. It is extremely stable, has few expansion and shrinking (0.06
percent) than regular LVT, WPC or laminate flooring. There is no curling even in high temperature environment. It is glue-free and
easy to install with click & locking system.
For more information, visit www.czykfloor.com.

FEATURE YOUR PRODUCT HERE
Southeast Asia Building offers the right platform to create brand awareness
for your products and services. If you have a new or existing product for us to
publish, drop us an e-mail at seab@tradelinkmedia.com.sg and attract
more attention than ever before!
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Luli Group Corp. Ltd

Kin Long (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

Luli Group Corp. Ltd is a leading manufacturer of wooden and
steel products located in Shouguang City, Shandong Province
in China. Since the company’s founding in 1985, Luli Group has
focused on the production of Plywood, MDF, Particle board,
Finger Joint board, Veneer, Engineering Wood, Doorskin,
Cabinets, Lumber, Steel and Paper, etc.
“It is our first time exhibiting in BEX Asia 2017 and we
want to show our wooden panel products which can be used
for decorative furniture,” said Jason Geng, Executive Director,
Luli Group Corp. Ltd.
Covering an area of 15 million square metres, the company
has 14 branch factories, about 9,000 professional workers
and more than 400 engineers. In 2016, the company’s sales
revenue reached a total of USD700 million. The products are
exported to America, Canada, Middle East, European Union,
Japan and Korea and to more than 30 countries in the world.
All the products have ISO9001, ISO14001 and certificate of
CARB, SONCAP, CE, FSC and JAS.
Luli Group is currently looking for a distributor in Singapore.
For more information, visit www.luligroup.com.

Kin Long (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd, a new subsidiary of Guangdong Kin
Long Hardware Products Co., Ltd., also exhibited in BEX Asia
2017.
Guangdong K in Long specialises in the research,
development, manufacture, and marketing of fittings for
architectural hardware in China. 			
According to the company, a strong growth in the
construction industry in Southeast Asia led the company to open
the subsidiary in Malaysia with two offices in Kuala Lumpur &
Johor Bahru. The Malaysian subsidiary will represent both the
markets in Singapore and Malaysia. 				
Currently, Guangdong Kin Long has set up subsidiaries in
Hong Kong, Vietnam, Thailand, Indonesia & India and sales
offices in many other countries. “We hope that we can open
up more markets in the near future for our products and
this is one of our objectives at the show,” said Jay Lim, Sales
Representative, Kin Long (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd. 			
For more information, visit www.kinlong.com.

Mr Guo Fang (left) and Mr Geng Jianxin at their booth at BEX Asia 2017.

The team from Kin Long (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd at BEX Asia 2017.

Weifang Hongyuan Waterproof Materials Co. Ltd.
Weifang Hongyuan Waterproof Materials Co. Ltd., founded in 1996, is a waterproof
system manufacturer and supplier with five major production bases, and a number
of branches and office in many cities in China. It also has 300 agents and more than
1,000 franchised dealers and after-sales service agencies in China.
Operating 56 modern waterproof material production lines, Hongyuan has an
annual production capacity of 150 million square metres of membrane and 80,000
tons of waterproof coating. The company’s products consist of nine major series and
over 100 varieties, covering all waterproof fields from railway, road and bridge, public
facility to civil construction, industry and military projects. Products of Hongyuan are
sold in over 40 countries and regions around the world including Japan, Malaysia,
India, Nigeria, Congo, Australia, New Zealand, UK, US, Canada, Brazil, Chile, etc.
“We are participating in BEX Asia 2017 for the fist time to showcase our waterproof
system to the visitors,” said Leo, Sales Manager, Weifang Hongyuan Waterproof Materials
Co. Ltd.
For more information, visit http://en.hongyuan.cn/.
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Leo at his booth at BEX Asia 2017.

BEX Asia 2017 and MCE Asia 2017

SHOW
REVIEW

Spectra Instruments Pte Ltd
Spectra Instruments Pte Ltd presented
a n e n e rg y - e f f i c i e n c y f a n c a l l e d
‘Spacefans’ at BEX Asia 2017. According
to the company, Spacefans offer up
to eight times more airflow, easy
installation, gearless motor and energy
savings.
“ The blades of Spacefans are
angled in such a way that they can
scoop more air as they spin. This
reduces energy consumption resulting
in more cost savings,” said Derek
Ng, HVLS Sales Specialist, Spectra
Instruments Pte Ltd.
Also, the motor of the Spacefans
is made of IP55, direct drive, high
strength rare earth magnets, which
allows it to consume less electricity.
It has an input power of 220-230VAC
single phase 20A isolator and noise
level of 40dbA. It has certifications
from UL, EMC and RoHS and has a
warranty of five years.
For more information, visit www.
spacefans.com.sg.

Mr Lionel Loo, Business Development Manager of Spectra Instruments Pte Ltd, standing with the
Spacefans at his booth at BEX Asia 2017.

IEP Doors & Gates Automation Pte Ltd
IEP Doors & Gates Automation Pte Ltd is the distributor of Rapid Auto Roll
Door Series RL3000C from DMF International. Since 1967, DMF International
has been creating only the best climate control door systems for the Australian
and export markets. The RL3000 Rapid Roll Door is designed to continue this
tradition, says the company.
IEP Doors & Gates showcased the Rapid Auto Roll Door Series RL3000C at
BEX Asia 2017 for showgoers to better understand how the product works. It
is a reliable and durable door providing ease of installation. It can be custom
made to size and can be manufactured to suit very specific requirements. It
has door speeds up to 1.5m/sec and sizes of up to 6mH x 7mH.
“The Rapid Auto Roll Door can be installed for both indoor and outdoor
applications such as the facade of a building or for segregating rooms. It is full
customised for example for an odd-sized door,” said Wong Jun Sheng, Sales
Engineer, IEP Doors & Gates Automation Pte Ltd.
The door is ideal for process rooms, warehouses, cool rooms & freezers,
cleanrooms, carwashes, workshops, hospitals and supermarkets. In Singapore,
the product is installed at the Meiji factory in Jurong.
For more information, visit www.dmf.com.au or www.doors.com.sg.

Wong Jun Sheng posing with a poster
of the Rapid Auto Roll Door at
his booth at BEX Asia 2017.
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Floor Coverings

FLOORING COLLECTION BY JEAN NOUVEL DESIGN
With its clean material expression and flexible application, the collection Bolon by
Pritzker Prize-winning French architect Jean Nouvel, is an architect-driven flooring
concept comprised of six colour signatures. 			
A departure from Bolon’s typically designer-driven flooring, this architectural
edition was conceived with spatiality in mind. The result is a flooring with a textural,
hand-woven effect created of woven vinyl in combinations of black, grey, red and blue.
“The freedom is yours to use the flooring to play with colour and light, and engage
the windows of the space,” said Jean Nouvel. “It is not a decorative carpet, but an
architectural floor,” added Jean.
Jean Nouvel came to prominence in the 1980s, with groundbreaking projects like
the Cartier Foundation for Contemporary Art in Paris and the Cultural and Conference
Center in Lucerne, Switzerland. World-class projects followed, establishing Nouvel as
one of the great architects of the century, and in 2008, he was awarded the coveted
Pritzker Prize.
“Jean is not a designer – he is first and foremost an architect. He began the project
by assessing the space, and suiting the flooring to the spatial needs of the project,”
explained Annica Eklund CEO at Bolon.
This collaboration marks Bolon’s first ever architect-driven flooring concept and
directly addresses the concerns of architects in its concept and execution. Colour
panes make it possible to have complete control and flexibility within the interior.
The flooring amplifies the interior geometry, making it possible to experiment with
the layout and the natural circulation within an interior space.
For more information, visit www.bolon.com

LAMINATE

BOLON

Photo: © Bolon

SKEMA

Mash-Up Skema: The laminate that makes you free to choose your personal pattern.
There are laminate floorings for traditionalists and
there are laminate surfaces for creatives. This covering
offers infinite choices to everybody.			
Laminate is many things: easy to lay, easy to
clean, resistant to scratches and rubbing. Laminate
is all this but it is also the freedom to choose what
nowadays goes beyond the countless number of
available decors and includes patterns and sizes.

Play with different sizes of Mash-Up
If you want to play with the widths and create your own
design, the choice is Mash-Up. A solution that allows
you to mix planks of different widths combining those
of Prestige L (with wider planks) and those of Make-Up
(with narrower planks) collection. The result? Planks
chasing each other creating movement and recalling
the natural variety of the forms of wood.
Mash-Up is formed by two sizes: 2052x220x8 mm
and 1287x140x8 mm, both have TLS joint and all-round V-bevel, it is suitable for radiant heating and it is floating.		
This freedom to choose and mix two different collections is an opportunity that only Skema offers you, because it wants to
give you the maximum freedom of expression. Skema proposes three laying solutions designed to have the maximum aesthetic
performance and expressiveness of the stave effect, but the possible combinations are really many, so as to satisfy your creative
inspiration and enhance the spaces of any environment. 								
For more information, visit www.skema.eu.
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Wood Products

SPECIAL-PURPOSE PLYWOOD

SVEZA PARQUET

SVEZA Group, a world leader in birch plywood manufacturing,
has launched a new product — SVEZA Parquet plywood. The new
product is available in two versions — SVEZA Parquet Standard
and SVEZA Parquet Premium. SVEZA claims to be the first company
among plywood manufacturers to offer parquet producers a specialpurpose product that completely satisfies their key requirements
(optimum moisture level, tight thickness tolerance, and superior
strength properties).
SVEZA has been supplying plywood to parquet manufacturers
for a long time already; however, the production previously took
place per individual orders. “We analysed the needs of engineered
flooring producers and came to the conclusion that we could
combine them in a separate, special-purpose product,” said Natalya
Bugayskaya, Furniture/Interior Segment Manager.
SVEZA Parquet Standard plywood is made of 100 percent
birch raw materials and satisfies the key requirements of parquet
manufacturers. The new product is produced using WBP glue,
and complies with the stringent requirements for thickness (±0.2
mm tolerance) and moisture content (5-9 percent). The product is
supplied in bundles wrapped in film and covered with a plywood
facing on top.
SVEZA Parquet Premium plywood is intended for luxury
engineered flooring producers who require the ultimate quality of

PRODUCT
SHOWCASE

PRODUCT
SHOWCASE

the parquet base. The product
has superior bonding strength
(internal bonding strength
test results > 1.75 MPa). This
is achieved by using selected SVEZA Parquet Premium. Photo:
veneers with minimum defects © SVEZA
for the inner layers of the
plywood.
“Luxury parquet is used in
major image-building projects
where any defect can lead
to significant financial and
reputation losses. To guarantee SVEZA Parquet Standart. Photo: ©
our customers a high quality SVEZA
product, SVEZA per forms
regular tests developed in cooperation with parquet manufacturers,”
said Natalya.
This approach is especially valued by foreign customers. “For 15
years, the SVEZA Group has demonstrated a high quality of plywood
and service,” commented Francesco Marinacci representing the
Margaritelly company (Italy), a premium parquet manufacturer.
For more information, visit www.sveza.com/products/
sveza_parquet.

Sun Control Products

EXTERNAL SOLAR SHADING

INNIVATE

MicroLouvre™ is an innovative external solar shading system, with
the ability to reduce solar heat gain by up to 86 percent. Permitting
reduced capital cooling costs in new buildings and annual running
costs in new and old buildings. Meaning, payback on installations
can be as short as two years.
MicroLouvre™ mesh is made from miniature woven bronze
louvres, only three times thicker than a human hair. Each
MicroLouvre™ is angled at 17° (providing full solar protection for
sun angles greater than 40°) to absorb up to 92 percent of the
sun’s radiation, while still allowing great outward visibility, through Photos: © INNIVATE Pte Ltd
ventilation and insect protection. The product has been used in
the US and Europe since the mid 1970’s and has recently been introduced to Asia by Innivate.
Available in a fixed, hinged, sliding (vertical or horizontal) or motorised retractable system, the MicroLouvre™ is available in a range
of RAL colours, although the most effective results are obtained using a black colour. Screens have been tested with wind velocities in
excess of 100mph, with no noticeable damage. It is available in a maximum panel size of 1.80 metres x 3.0 metres. The first installation
in Singapore (on a school) has recently been successfully completed.
For more information, visit www.innivate.com.
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Paints & Coatings

VINNAPAS® DISPERSIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION AND PAINT
APPLICATIONS

WACKER

VINNAPAS® dispersions for construction and paint applications offer high performance combined with low environmental impact.
Vinyl acetate-ethylene copolymer (VAE) dispersions from WACKER offer excellent technical properties combined with low environmental
impact and attractive cost in use. This makes them particularly interesting for the Southeast Asian construction and coatings markets.
WACKER’s VAE dispersions are copolymers produced by polymerization of the hard monomer vinyl acetate (VAM) and the soft,
hydrophobic monomer ethylene (E) under pressure. The resulting copolymer features all the benefits of the homopolymer in terms
of strength and heat resistance, yet also offers better adhesion and coalescence properties. In addition, the incorporation of ethylene
functions as an internal plasticizer for vinyl acetate polymer emulsions. Thus, the use of external plasticizers can be reduced significantly.
WACKER markets all its VAE dispersions under the VINNAPAS® brand, which is well known for meeting the demand for high-quality
and eco-friendly binders for construction applications and paints.

VINNAPAS® 529 ED – Excellent Substrate Strengthening
The dispersion VINNAPAS® 529 ED
exhibits ver y good adhesion to
rigid substrates combined with high
cohesive and tensile strength. Thus,
it is used as a bonding agent and as
cement admixture in construction
applications. In lab tests, general
formulations with VINNAPAS® 529 ED
passed the EN 1015-12 tensile adhesive
strength test, a widely accepted
industry standard in Southeast Asia
to determine the bond strength of
binders. VINNAPAS® 529 ED is produced
without the use of plasticizers, organic
solvents or formaldehyde donors and
its residual monomer content is below
1,000 ppm.

Fig.1: Result of tensile adhesive strength test (EN 1015-12) with samples of 2-mm thickness and 28
days’ conditioning.

VINNAPAS® EP 3360 (ULS) – Binder for Eco-Friendly Paints
WACKER has developed the eco-friendly VAE dispersion VINNAPAS®
EP 3360 (ULS) for wall paints. The binder enables the formulation
of very low-VOC (<1 g/l) decorative coatings with excellent
performance properties in formulations containing regionally
available raw materials. VINNAPAS® EP 3360 (ULS) has a significant
low residual monomer content (<200 ppm) and does not need
organic solvents or coalescing agents to achieve optimum film
formation. Furthermore, the dispersion offers best-in-class
performance in a variety of areas, such as high opacity, high
binding power and stain resistance. Here, the VAE dispersion can
outperform competing technologies, including styrene acrylics
for interior coatings. A test where VINNAPAS® EP 3360 (ULS) was
compared to a commercially available standard styrene acrylic
(SA) dispersion (Tg of 20 oC) in a low-VOC interior white paint
showed that VINNAPAS® EP 3360 (ULS) exhibits better opacity
in every formulation.

Fig. 2: Comparison of opacity between VINNAPAS ® EP 3360 ULS and
a commercial styrene acrylic based on different pigment volume
concentration (PVC) levels in a low-VOC interior white paint (contrast
ratio in %).

Conclusion
Whether as a binder in construction applications or in wall paints, VINNAPAS® dispersions based on vinyl acetate-ethylene offer high
efficiency and performance while at the same time complying with environmental and safety standards. Thus, they are ideal for meeting
the current and future demands of the Southeast Asian construction and paint markets.
For more information, visit www.wacker.com.
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METAL & STEEL WIRE PRODUCT
MANUFACTURER
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CHUN HOE CORPORATE GROUP

Chun Hoe was incorporated on 8th December 1993 in Singapore as a
metal and steel wire product manufacturer. After two decades, Chun Hoe
has evolved into something quite different. The company has grown and
expanded tremendously in terms of its business and production size.
Furthermore, Chun Hoe has accumulated 20 years of experience and
technological know-how that is applied in its manufacturing activities.
Chun Hoe places great emphasis on quality control and the continuous
enhancement of its products in terms of quality, durability, usability and so
on, consistent with its company’s philosophy – ‘Quality always comes first’.
In 2000, Chun Hoe was awarded the SIRIM certificate as recognition for
its top-notch product quality. As a result, Chun Hoe’s products are always
met with strong and increasing demands. The company allows itself to have
a massive inventory size to cope with large scale and urgent orders and it is
proud that it is almost never out of stock.
Chun Hoe is now one of the biggest metal wire products manufacturers in Photo supplied by Chun Hoe Corporate Group
the Malaysian market and the company has planned to expand its marketing
coverage into overseas markets. It has successfully penetrated into Singapore and Indonesia markets. Not only that, it has allocated
its head office in Singapore. Therefore, Chun Hoe has transformed into Chun Hoe Corporate Group and it is looking forward for
more business opportunities across ASEAN countries.

Chun Hoe’s range of products include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BRC Fence
Anti Climb Fence
V-press Fence
Chain link Fence
Gabion Basket Wire
Reno Mattresses
Heavy Hexagonal Mesh
Slope Protection Net Mesh
Geotextile
Geogrid

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Photo supplied by Chun Hoe Corporate Group

Geocell
Geocomposite
Stainless Steel Concertina
Barbed Wire
Aluminium Barbed Wire
Heavy Zinc Coated Galvanized
Steel Bar
BRC Steel Wire Welded Mesh
BRC Galvanized Wire Welded
Wire Nail
Photo supplied by Chun Hoe Corporate Group

Photo supplied by Chun Hoe Corporate Group

For more information, contact Chun Hoe Corporate Group at tel (+65) 8799 7134 email admin@chunhoe.com.sg or visit
www.chunhoe.com.sg.
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New on the Market

INTEGRATED WATER BOOSTER PUMP

GRUNDFOS

Grundfos Singapore, recently launched SCALA2, a fully integrated water booster pump. The SCALA2 provides perfect water pressure
in all taps at all times – even with multiple taps and showers running at the same time. It packs pump, motor, tank, sensor, drive
and non-return valve into one compact unit. With its intelligent pump control, SCALA2 automatically adjusts performance to both
inlet pressure and water consumption in the home. Thanks to a water-cooled motor permanent magnet, SCALA2 even offers one
of the lowest noise levels of any booster on the market. SCALA2 features a built-in
sensor, which constantly measures the discharge pressure. If the pressure drops
below the desired level, SCALA2 boosts its operation immediately to compensate
for the loss of pressure. It is called intelligent pump control and the result is perfect
water pressure.

Benefits

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perfect water pressure: Intelligent pump control adjusts operation automatically
Low noise: As quiet as a modern dishwasher (47 dB(A) in typical use)
Easy selection: One variant for all domestic boosting needs
Easy installation: Compact, all-in-one solution, plug-and-pump
Easy to operate: User-friendly control panel
Energy saving: Saving in energy bill is more than 65-70% compared to a
conventional booster
Reliable operation: Dry-running protection, anti-cycling and for generator
operations
Long lifetime: Quality-tested to perfection, maintenance-free

Photo: © Grundfos

Applications

•
•
•
•
•

SCALA2 is the perfect choice for residential buildings with up to 3 floors and 8 taps.
Boosting from tanks: Increases water pressure from roof tanks, break tanks and ground tanks, including rainwater tanks.
Boosting from wells: Pumps water from a depth of 8 metres
Suitable for both Indoor and outdoor installation
Works well with generators: Very good at handling power fluctuations

Commenting on the launch of SCALA2, Andy Tan, Country Manager of Grundfos Singapore said: “We at Grundfos Singapore are
proud to launch the perfect water pressure pump, SCALA2. It is one of the most compact water booster pumps in the market and
is built from quality materials that is tested to perfection. This means that you will enjoy perfect water pressure for years with no
maintenance needed – even if it’s installed outside. SCALA2 is an extremely reliable and robust booster pump for homeowners.”
For more information, visit www.grundfos.sg.

Do you have a product story?
Southeast Asia Building offers the right platform to create brand awareness for your products
and services. If you have a new or existing product for us to publish, drop us an e-mail at
seab@tradelinkmedia.com.sg and attract more attention than ever before!
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Do we deliver added value for our customers?

Customer
First

Customer First is one of our five values
that make up the dormakaba
experience. We actively listen to our
customers’ needs - internal and
external. Asking for feedback helps us
to deliver added value along the entire
lifecycle of our offerings. We are
committed to professional integrity and
keep our promises to make access in life
smart and secure.
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Ex-Kaba
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Malaysia / Brunei
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Indonesia
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Myanmar/Laos
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Tel : +84 903 704172
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